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Synopsis 
 

 

 The ion beam sources have become an important tool for numerous scientific 

investigations in recent times such as heavy ion radio-therapy, radio-biology, radio-oncology, 

surface science, nuclear transmutation studies, fusion studies, trace analysis, thin film 

deposition, neutron spallation, ion implantation, sputtering, etching, lithography,  plasma 

processing,  x-ray production etc. Charged particle beams of different currents are required 

for different applications. For example, ion beams of hundreds of amperes current are 

required for fusion applications, whereas beams of nano-ampere current are adequate for 

applications like trace analysis, thin film deposition etc. Various types of ion source have 

been developed. These include : Filament based sources such as Freeman, Duoplasmatron, 

Penning and Magnetron; and microwave based sources such as electron cyclotron resonance 

ion sources (ECRIS). Among all these sources, ECRIS offers a number of advantages over 

other filament based ion sources like no lifetime constraint in absence of filaments, consumes 

only neutral gases (for plasma production) and has capability of working in a corrosive 

environment, which gives ECRIS a leading edge over the other sources. The high 

performance reliability of ECRIS has now made it an integral part of the new age accelerators
 

due to its salient features such as
 
1) operation in continuous wave or in pulsed mode, 2) high 

current, 3) low emittance, 4) high brightness, 5) high current stability, 6) multiple charge 

states ion beams, and 6) high reliability. The only possible drawback of ECRIS is the use of 

microwave window whose lifetime could be limited because of the electron bombardment 

and metal deposition on it. The ion sources used for the extraction of charged particles are 

chosen according to their output beam current, emittance, ion species, intensity, and energy 

spread.  

 The ECRIS has been widely accepted by accelerator community world-wide as an 

injector to high energy proton and heavy ion accelerators because of its capacity to deliver 

more than 50-100 mA proton beam current at 50-100 keV beam energy, with 80-90 % of 

proton fraction, and low emittance 0.2 π mm mrad (e.g. SILHI, TRIPS, INFN, MIDAS, VIS, 

ALISES, and SPIRAL2). Keeping this in mind, we have designed and developed an ECRIS 

capable of generating a CW proton beam with up to 30 mA current at 50 keV beam energy 

(RRCAT-ECRIS).  In recent experiments, it has demonstrated up to 8 mA of stable ion beam 

current (± 1 %) at 24 kV acceleration (Phase-I).  
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 In an ECRIS, the plasma is produced by the interaction of the microwave radiation, in 

the presence of appropriate static magnetic field, under the cyclotron resonance condition (i.e. 

applied microwave frequency equals cyclotron frequency, ωce ≅ ωrf).  The free electrons 

gyrate in the presence of the applied static magnetic field at the electron cyclotron frequency. 

The microwave power gets resonantly coupled to the gyrating electrons when the microwave 

frequency equals the electron cyclotron frequency. The electrons, in turn, transfer their 

energy to the neutral gas atoms by collisions, thereby ionizing them and creating plasma, 

leading to the absorption of the microwave radiation. The ECRIS used worldwide to obtain 

singly and multiply charged ion beams of low to high Z elements. The ECRIS at RRCAT 

operates at 2.45 GHz microwave frequency. This frequency is chosen because at this 

frequency the cost of the microwave source is less, the source is compact, and electron 

energies are suitable for producing singly charged ion beam.  

 In the context of above discussion the present thesis focuses on the following aspects : 

� Plasma physics aspects of an ECR source 

� ECR plasma source : An overview 

� Plasma chamber as a resonant cavity at 2.45 GHz frequency and as plasma container. 

� Design, development and characterization of the microwave transfer line and its sub-

components. 

� Design, development and magnetic field characterization of electromagnet coils for 

the confinement of the plasma. 

� Design and development of extraction electrode geometry for the extraction of proton 

/ ion beam. 

� Development and characterization of Langmuir probe as a diagnostics device. 

� Experimental investigations on the plasma parameters (electron density, and electron 

temperature) using Langmuir probe.  

� Extraction of ion beam and its characterization using Thomson parabola.  

� Characterization of the x-ray generated using extracted ions. 

� Deposition of titanium film using sputtering by the extracted ions, as an application of 

the ECRIS.  

  The proposed thesis has nine chapters and is organized as follows : After a brief 

introduction to the above listed areas of research, Chapter 1 starts with an overview of the 

plasma physics aspects of an ECR source. It also covers the basic of electromagnetic wave 
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propagation under static magnetic field, processes of ionization / recombination, production 

of charged (singly / multiply) ions etc.  

  Chapter 2 deals with the operating principle of an ECR source and the major 

components which are required to build an ECRIS  viz. microwave system, plasma chamber 

and vacuum system, electromagnet coils and their power supplies, beam extraction 

electrodes, and plasma diagnostics devices.  

  Chapter 3 deals with the design aspects of the plasma chamber, and the vacuum 

system. The plasma chamber does two jobs, coupling the microwave power to the plasma and 

containment of the plasma produced. The dimensions of the plasma chamber as a cylindrical 

cavity were analytically calculated and cross-checked with electromagnetic software.     

  Chapter 4 covers various aspects of the microwave system. This includes the design, 

development of a power supply for energizing the coaxial magnetron source which is used as 

a source of microwave power at 2.45 GHz frequency and microwave power up to 2 kW 

continuous wave. This chapter also includes the design, development and characterization of 

the microwave transfer line which consists of an isolator (which allows the microwave 

propagation in forward direction while the reflected power is dumped), directional coupler 

(for power measurement), tunable three-stub tuner (for impedance matching), and microwave 

vacuum window (for vacuum isolation between the plasma chamber and microwave system), 

glass-water load (for the characterization of the microwave line and the source), and a 

microwave launcher (to feed the microwave power to the plasma chamber).  

 Chapter 5 gives details of the design, development, and characterization of the 

electromagnet coils used to produce desired magnetic field to confine the plasma, and also to 

make the electrons gyrate and undergo electron cyclotron resonance with the applied 

microwave field. The three electromagnets are water-cooled and energized independently 

with the use of three independent power supplies. With the use of three electromagnet coils, it 

is possible to operate the source in off-resonance, mirror, and resonance flat magnetic field 

configurations, for the singly as well multiply charged states. The magnetic field 

configurations were optimized using Poisson software. 

  Chapter 6, covers the design simulations and development of the extraction electrode 

geometry for the extraction of 10 mA proton beam, up to 25 keV beam energy (in Phase-I) 

and 30 mA proton beam, up to 50 keV beam energy (in Phase-II).  The electrode geometry 
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was designed using IGUN software which uses the Poisson equation in the plasma and the 

extraction region, using finite difference method. 

  Chapter 7 deals with the design and fabrication of a Langmuir probe for 

characterization of the plasma produced with argon / hydrogen / nitrogen gas. The Langmuir 

probe gives the current-voltage curve, i.e. the variation of the current drawn by the probe with 

the probe bias voltage. The current-voltage curve was used for evaluating the plasma 

parameters. 

  After integration of the source, the experimental procedure used to characterize the 

ECRIS has been discussed in Chapter 8.  The source was operated for different operating 

conditions over a wide range of gas pressure, microwave power, and magnetic field. The 

source has a wide tuning range for operating the plasma parameters. The radial variation of 

the electron density also has been measured. The details of the characterization of the 

extracted ion beam using Thomson parabola, are given. This chapter also includes the 

measurement of the characteristic x-rays produced using argon / hydrogen / nitrogen ion 

beams impinging on a copper target. The bremsstrahlung continuum was also seen along with 

the characteristic lines copper K-α and K-β. As a demonstration of an application of the 

ECRIS, a titanium film was deposited on a glass substrate, using ECR argon ion beam 

bombarding a titanium target.   

  At the end of the thesis, in Chapter 9, a summary of the thesis work has been 

presented. Further scope of improvement in the present system is also discussed in this 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Plasma Physics Aspects of an ECR Source 

 

 This chapter gives an overview of the plasma physics aspects of an electron cyclotron 

resonance (ECR) source. It also covers the basic of electromagnetic wave propagation under 

static magnetic field, processes of ionization / recombination, production of charged (singly / 

multiply) ions etc. 

 An electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) source is based on creation of plasma by 

means of microwave power in a confined manner, and extraction of the ions from the plasma. 

Hence it is very important to study the basics of plasma production and its characteristics, and 

propagation of electromagnetic waves in magnetized plasma. 

  

1.1  Plasma Terminology 

 Plasma is a quasi-neutral ensemble of ions, electrons, and neutral atoms / molecules, 

which exhibits a collective behaviour when exposed to external fields. Plasma has a zero net 

electric charge. It has freely moving charged particles, which make it a very good conductor.  

The behaviour of the plasma is dominated by the macroscopic electric and magnetic fields. 

Some of the important terms are presented in the following section, which play an important 

role in understanding the ion source as well as plasma [1,2,3]. 

a)  Electron density (ne) 

 The fractional ionization in a gas in thermal equilibrium is given by the Saha equation 

(also called Saha Ionization formula) as,  

kT/
e
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T
105.2
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n i
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 The degree of ionization of plasma is the ratio of the number of positive ions to the 

total number of ions and neutrals. It is expressed by, 

Degree of ionization (%) =  100
nn

n

ni

i

×
++

+

%........................................................................(1.2) 

where ni
+
, nn are the positive ion and neutral densities (cm

-3
) respectively, T is the plasma 

temperature (K), k is the Boltzmann’s constant, and φi is the ionization energy of the ion 

(eV). When percentage of ionization is greater than 10%, the plasma is known as fully 

ionized. 

 The density of the free electrons in a plasma is called the electron density (ne) or 

simply plasma density. If Z is the average ionization of the plasma, then the electron density 

is related to the ion density (ni
+
) as   ne = Z ni

+
. For plasma with only singly charged ions, ne = 

ni
+
. 

b)  Plasma temperature (Te, Ti)  

 Electrons and ions in the plasma follow Maxwellian distribution of velocities, 

independent of each other, with their own characteristic temperature Te, and Ti respectively. 

When there is a thermal equilibrium between electrons and ions, one has Te = Ti. When ions 

and electrons are not in equilibrium with each other, the electron temperature Te is generally 

taken as the plasma temperature. The ion / electron temperature gives the randomness of the 

velocities of the ions / electrons in the plasma and is related to the width of the Maxwellian 

distribution. 

c) Debye length (λλλλd) 

 When an external electric field is introduced into the plasma, the ions and electrons 

move out to cancel the field. They form a layer, a sheath, within which the electric field is 

attenuated almost to zero so that the ions / electrons outside the sheath do not feel the electric 

field. Thus, the  electric field is screened by plasma species and cannot be felt over a distance 
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greater than a characteristic screening distance known as Debye length (λd), which depends 

on plasma parameters as, 

e

e

d

n

T
743)cm( =λ ……......…………………………………...……………………………(1.3) 

where Te is the electron temperature (eV), and ne  is the electron density (cm
-3

). The electric 

field within the plasma can be sensed only within a sphere of radius λd.
 

d) Plasma frequency (ωωωωpe) 

 As mentioned earlier, plasma is quasi-neutral macroscopically. When a plasma is 

disturbed from the equilibrium condition, the resulting internal space charge fields (due to the 

Coulomb forces) rearrange themselves collectively so as to maintain original charge 

neutrality. Ions being massive, can be considered to be stationary. This collective motion of 

the electrons for maintaining neutrality of the plasma takes place at the natural frequency of 

the plasma, known as plasma frequency. One can understand these oscillations as follows : If 

the electrons in the plasma are displaced from a uniform background of ions, electric field 

will be built up in such a direction so as to restore the neutrality of plasma by pulling the 

electrons back to their original positions. Due to their inertia, the electrons will overshoot and 

oscillate around their equilibrium positions with a characteristic frequency known as the 

plasma frequency. This plasma frequency (ωpe) is given by, 

0e

e
2

pe

m

ne
)s/radian(

ε
=ω ……….........................………..…………………………………..(1.4) 

where e is the electron charge (1.6 × 10
-19 

C), ne is the electron density, me is the mass of an 

electron (9.1 × 10
-31 

kg), and ε0 is the permittivity constant (8.85 × 10
-12

 F/m). This equation 

shows that electron plasma frequency depends only on the electron density and is given by,  

epe n8980)Hz(f = …………………………………………………….……………...……(1.5) 

where ne is the electron density (cm
-3

).  
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The ions being massive also oscillate at a very low frequency called ion plasma frequency, 

which is given by, 

A

n
q210)Hz(f

i

pi = ...........………………………………………………………..………..(1.6) 

where,  ni is the ion density (cm
-3

), A is the ion mass (a.m.u), and q is the charge state of the 

ions.   

e)  Cut-off frequency (ωc) / density (nc) 

 For propagation of an electromagnetic radiation in plasma, the plasma refractive index 

is given by n = [1 – (ωpe/ωrf)
 2

]
 1/2

, where ωrf is the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation. 

An electromagnetic wave will propagate in plasma only so long as the refractive index is real 

i.e. ωpe < ωrf. Beyond this frequency, the plasma becomes opaque. This frequency is known as 

the cut-off frequency and the corresponding density is called cut-off density (nc).  

 For a microwave frequency of 2.45 GHz, the cut-off density is determined to be nc = 

7.46 × 10
10 

cm
-3

. 

 

f) Plasma potential (φφφφp) 

 When plasma particles (contained in the plasma chamber) collide with the wall of the 

plasma chamber, the electron flux that intercepts is higher than the ion flux because of the 

much higher mobility of electrons than ions. The velocity of an electron is larger than that of 

an ion by the ratio of the square root of their masses. Thus, the electron current hitting the 

wall is much larger than the ion current, making a negative potential sheath due to electrons 

near the chamber walls. This leads to the plasma being at a positive potential relative to the 

wall of the plasma chamber. This potential is known as the plasma potential.   
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g) Confinement / Ionization time (ττττ) 

 The time scale for which the charged particle remains ionized is known as the 

ionization time. The ionization to a given charge state is possible if ions stay within the 

discharge for a time interval (confinement time) at least equal to the ionization time τi
q. This 

essentially means that the ion confinement time τ must be at least equal to ionization time τi
q 

i.e. τ. For multiple ionization, 

[ ]∑ −

−

σ







=τ q,1q

1

e

e

m

kT
n ...……….......…………………………........................................(1.7) 

Few cases of ionization are shown in Table 1.1. 

nττττ (s-cm
-3

) Te (eV) Charge State 

Any < 10 No high Z-ions 

10
8 

< 100 Only low Z-ions 

10
10 

< 5000 Totally stripped light ions 

∼10
12 

< 20,000 Totally stripped heavy ions 

Table 1.1 : Few cases of ionization. 

 In a Penning or Duoplasmatron ion source, the electron density is high (10
13

 to 10
14 

cm
-3

), but the confinement time is poor (~ 1 µs) with electron temperature less than 100 eV. 

Hence such sources are not suitable to produce high Z-ions. 

h) Ionization cross-section (σσσσ) 

 The ionization cross-section (σ) gives an effective area of interaction between the 

colliding particles. It is an important quantity in any collision process. The ion current density 

(Ji) and electron impact ionization cross-section for ion (σe
i
) are related as, 

ne
i

ei nJJ σ= l…………....……………………………………...............................................(1.8) 

where Je is the electron current density, nn is the neutral density, and l is the length of the 

beam. Ionization cross-section depends on the energy of the electrons and on the charge state 
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of the ions. The probability of ionization by electron impact varies with the incident electron 

impact energy. When electron impact energy is less than the ionization potential, there is no 

ionization. There is a sharp threshold when electron impact energy is equal to the ionization 

potential. After this, it increases with energy and peaks at about three time the ionization 

potential. At higher energies, the cross-section falls slowly. In short, the cross-section starts 

from zero at the ionizing electron energy equal to the ionization potential and has a maximum 

at around 2 to 3 times the first ionization potential.  

 In electrical discharges, where some of the atoms may be in various excited states, 

ionization is possible even if the electron impact energy is less than ionization potential. For 

example, hydrogen atom having ionization potential 13.6 eV can be ionized at 10.2 eV, 11.84 

eV etc. Helium having ionization potential 24.6 eV can be ionized at 19.82 to 22.72 eV. The 

variations of first ionization cross-section as a function of energy of the ionizing electrons are 

shown in Fig. 1.1 [4]. This figure represents the first ionization cross-section by electron 

impact for H, H2, He, N2 and O2 as a function of ionizing energy.  

 

Figure 1.1 : The variations of the first ionization cross-section as a function of  the energy of 

the ionizing electrons. 
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i) Typical condition of the plasma 

 Plasma can be practically defined as a quasi-neutral ensemble of charged particles that 

exhibits collective behaviour when exposed to external electromagnetic fields. It is to be 

noted that plasma also exhibits collective behaviour via long-range Coulomb interaction. 

Although plasma is called the fourth state of matter after solid-liquid-gas, there is no well-

defined phase transition point from the gaseous state to plasma state. A solid can also exhibit 

plasma behaviour. An ionized gas can be considered as plasma, if the following conditions 

are fulfilled,  

 

  1) The typical length scale (dimensions) L of plasma has to exceed the shielding 

length λd (Debye length) of the plasma. The Debye length determines how far the charge 

imbalance due to thermal motions in the equilibrium state or the impact of an external electric 

potential can extend in plasma or in ionized medium. The condition is given as, 
d

L λ>> . If 

this condition is not valid, the plasma is not necessarily macroscopically neutral. 

          2) In order to have collective behaviour, the number of particles inside the Debye 

sphere must be sufficient, 1n
3

de
>>λ . 

         3) The plasma collective oscillation frequency νpe must be greater than the collision 

frequency of an electron and neutrals νen, i.e. 
enpe

ν>ν .   

 

 If the above conditions are not satisfied, then there are no collective phenomena 

possible and the dynamics of the system is dominated by the motion of neutrals. These 

conditions are better fulfilled as the degree of ionization of the plasma increases. 
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1.2  Motion of electrons in static electric and magnetic fields 

 There are various possibilities of having a combination of static electric and magnetic 

fields. In this sub-section, we will investigate some cases which are relevant to an ECR 

source. 

 Case 1 : Electric field E
r

 = 0, and magnetic field B
r

 = constant 

 Consider a case when there is no electric field ( E
r

 = 0) and the uniform magnetic field 

( B
r

 = constant) is directed along the Z-axis. The solution of the equation shows that if the 

particle velocity has only X and Y components and Z component is zero (Vz = 0), then 

particle start gyrating around Z-axis with an angular velocity known as the cyclotron 

frequency of an electron (ωce), defined as, 









=ω

e

ce
m

eB
 …......…………............…...……………………………………….................(1.9) 

The radius of this circular path known as radius of gyration (also called as Larmour 

radius for an electron : rLe). It is given by, 









=




= ⊥

)G(B

)eV(E
7.33

eB

Vm
)mm(r

ee

Le

........……...........................…..………........(1.10) 

where V⊥ = √ (Vx
2
 + Vy

2
 ) is velocity component perpendicular to the Z-axis. If velocity 

component along Z-axis is non-zero (Vz ≠ 0), the particle also moves along the Z-axis with 

constant velocity equal to the  Z component of particle velocity (Vz) and it also gyrates about 

the Z-axis.  The cyclotron motion of electron in a static magnetic field is shown in Fig. 1.2. 

The electron moves in a helical path in a region of constant magnetic field. 
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Figure 1.2 : The cyclotron motion of electron in a static magnetic field. 

 The ions (with opposite charge) also gyrate in the opposite sense in a helix of much 

smaller radius (being massive). The Larmour radius for ions (rLi) is given by,  
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= ⊥

)G(ZB
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qAB
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ei
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.....................................………….…..............(1.11) 

 The Larmour radii (mm) for electrons and ions in an ECRIS plasma for B = 875 G are 

shown in Table 1.2. 

Particles Particle Energy 

 1 eV 10 eV 20 eV 40 eV 80 eV 100 eV 1 keV 10 keV 100 keV 

Electron 0.04 0.12 0.17 0.24 0.34 0.39 1.22 3.85 12.18 

1 H
+
 1.65 5.20 7.36 10.41 14.72 16.46 52.04 164.57 520.42 

14 N
+ 

6.16 19.47 27.54 38.94 55.08 61.58 194.72 615.77 1947.24 

40 Ar
+ 

10.41 32.91 46.55 65.83 93.10 104.08 329.14 1040.84 3291.43 

Table 1.2 :  The Larmour radii (mm) for electrons and ions in ECRIS plasma (B = 875 G). 

The cyclotron frequency for electrons is given by, 

B8.2
2

)MHz(f
ce

ce =






π
ω

=
 

….........……................................................………………......(1.12) 

The cyclotron frequency for ions is given by,  
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…..........................................…………...(1.13) 

where q is the charge state of the ion, A is the mass of the ion (a.m.u.), Z is the atomic 

number, and B is the magnetic field (G). The ECR resonance magnetic field (Becr) values for 

different frequencies and electron energies are shown in Table 1.3. 

Frequency 

(GHz) 

Becr (T) 

0 keV 

Becr (T) 

1 keV 

Becr (T) 

10 keV 

Becr (T) 

100 keV 

Becr (T) 

1 MeV 

2.45 0.088 0.088 0.089 0.105 0.259 

6.4 0.23 0.23 0.23 0.27 0.68 

8.0 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.34 0.84 

10.0 0.36 0.36 0.36 0.43 1.06 

14.0 0.50 0.50 0.51 0.60 1.48 

Table 1.3 : The ECR resonance magnetic field (Becr) values for different frequencies and 

electron energies. 

Magnetic moment of the gyrating charged particle : When a charged particle is gyrating 

around Z-axis, it is equivalent to a current loop in the XY-plane. This has a magnetic 

momentµ, given by, 

[ ] 




=π






π
ω

−==µ
B

W
r

2

e
IA

2

Le

ce

..........................……………...……...…………..............(1.14) 

where I is the equivalent current, A is the area of loop (π rLe
2
). 

The kinetic energy (W) of rotation of the charged particle (½ m V⊥
2
) in the XY-plane is, 

given by, 

BB.)VV(m
2

1
W

22

yx µ=µ=




 +=
r

……………………....………...……………...............(1.15) 

where Vx is the component of velocity of the charged particle along the X-axis, and Vy is the 

component of velocity of the charged particle along the Y-axis. This quantity, averaged over 

a gyro-period, is a constant of motion in the case of a slowly varying magnetic field. 
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Case 2 : Electric field E
r

 = constant, and magnetic field B
r

 = constant 

 Let the magnetic field B
r

 be along Z-axis, then, a) the component of the electric field 

E
r

 along the magnetic field B
r

 produces an acceleration along the Z-direction, and b) the 

component of the electric field perpendicular to the magnetic field B
r

 produces a drift 

velocity driftV
r

 that is perpendicular to both the magnetic field B
r

 and the electric field E
r

, and 

is given by, 








 ×
=

2
drift

B

BE
V

rr
r

...…....…………..………………………………………………...............(1.16)
 

The BE
rr

× drift motion of the electron is shown in Fig. 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3 : The BE
rr

× drift motion of the electron. 

 

Case 3 : Electric field E
r

 = 0, and magnetic field B (spatially varying) 

 In a spatially varying magnetic field, (i.e. magnetic field changes with distance) there 

is one more drift called gradient drift. The velocity gradient gradV
r

 because of magnetic field 

gradient B
r

∇  is given by, 
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 ∇×
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BB

e
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V

rr
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..................………………………………………...……….............(1.17)  

The B
r

∇  drift motion of a positive ion is shown in Fig. 1.4. 

 

Figure 1.4 : The B
r

∇  drift motion of a positive ion. 

 

1.3 Waves in Magnetized Plasma 

 Plasma frequency plays a very important role in the behavior of the ECRIS’s. As seen 

earlier, in non-magnetized plasma, electromagnetic waves of frequency higher than the 

critical frequency can propagate into the plasma, while waves at lower frequencies are 

reflected from the plasma boundary. The electromagnetic wave propagation in magnetized 

plasma has been described in this section [2,5,6].  

a) High frequency electromagnetic waves in plasma in a magnetic field 

 In a magnetized plasma, it is reasonable to divide the electromagnetic waves into two 

cases : 1) waves propagating parallel to the external magnetic field 0B
r

, k
r

 || 0B
r

, and 2) waves 

propagating perpendicular to the external magnetic field 0B
r

, k
r

 ⊥ 0B
r

. Here, k = 2π / λ is the 

wave number which describes the direction of the wave propagation, and λ is the free space 

wavelength. The reflection and the resonance of the electromagnetic wave occur, when k
r

 → 

0 and k
r

 → ∞, respectively. 
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The propagation of the electromagnetic wave in the plasma can be described by the equation,  

[ ]0e BVEe
dt

Vd
m

rrr
r

×+−=







…….......……………………………………………….............(1.18) 

and in terms of the Maxwell wave equation as, 
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where me is the mass of an electron, E
r

 is the electric field, 0B
r

 is the external magnetic field, 

V
r

 is the velocity of the charged particle, c is the velocity of light, ε0 is the permittivity 

constant, ωrf is the microwave frequency, VenJ ee

rr
−= , and ne is the electron density. The 

electromagnetic wave is assumed to propagate perfectly perpendicular or parallel to the 

external magnetic field 0B
r

, which is assumed to be parallel to the Z-axis. 

Case 1 : Electromagnetic wave in the direction of external magnetic field 

 This case corresponds to Electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) 

 In this case, k
r

 || 0B
r

 i.e. we are considering the propagation of an electromagnetic 

wave parallel to the external magnetic field ( 0B
r

). One can represent a plane polarized 

electromagnetic wave as a superposition of two circularly polarized waves. When these 

waves are propagating along the direction of the magnetic field, they see different refractive 

indices (for the left and right circular polarizations), which are given by, 
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where ωpe is the plasma frequency, ωce is the cyclotron frequency, and ωrf is the frequency of 

the electromagnetic wave (in this case an RF wave), n is the index of refraction, and c is the 

velocity of light. The + sign represents the left hand polarized wave (L-wave), and the - sign 
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represents the right hand polarized wave (R-wave). The right hand polarized wave (R-wave) 

propagating in the magnetized plasma is shown in Fig. 1.5. 

 

Figure 1.5 : The right hand polarized wave (R-wave) propagating  in the magnetized plasma. 

 For the R-wave has a resonance (refraction index or k
r

→ ∞) with the cyclotron 

motion of the electrons at ωrf = ωce. The L wave does not have any resonance. At resonance, 

the R-wave loses its energy to the plasma electrons, which in turn, further ionize the plasma. 

This is exactly the way ionization is caused in the ECRIS : the electrons resonantly gyrating 

around the magnetic field due to the external RF field (neglecting the ions response to the 

electromagnetic field because of their high inertia) collide with the gas atoms and ionize them 

to form plasma.  

Case 2 : Electromagnetic wave perpendicular to the direction of the external magnetic 

               field 

This case corresponds to Upper hybrid resonance (UHR)  

 In this case, k
r

 ⊥ 0B
r

, i.e. we are considering the propagation of the electromagnetic 

wave to the external magnetic field ( 0B
r

).These electromagnetic waves can be divided in two 

classes : “Ordinary” (O-wave) and “eXtraordinary” (X-wave) waves. For the X-wave, the 

direction of the wave’s magnetic field is chosen to be parallel to the Z-axis (i.e. wave is 
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polarized in the Y direction) and the direction of the propagation of the electromagnetic wave 

is chosen to be parallel to the X-axis, i.e. perpendicular to the external magnetic field. For the 

O-wave, the polarization is along the Z-axis.  For this wave, the electron oscillating in the 

electric field of the electromagnetic wave will oscillate in the direction of the external 

magnetic field and will not have any Lorentz force (v × B) acing on it. So this wave will 

propagate as if it is propagating in unmagnetized plasma i.e. it will not undergo any 

resonance. However, for the X-wave, the motion of the electrons oscillating in the 

electromagnetic field will be in the Y direction, which is perpendicular to the direction of the 

external field and hence it will undergo cyclotron resonance. Hence only the X-wave has a 

resonance with the cyclotron motion of the electrons. The extraordinary wave propagating in 

the magnetized plasma is shown in Fig. 1.6. 

 

Figure 1.6 : The extraordinary wave propagating in the magnetized plasma. 

 For the X-wave, the index of refraction n, is given by,  
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The “upper-hybrid” frequency ωh is defined as, 
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2
ce

2
pe

2
h ω+ω≈ω …..……….…….……………………………………………………….(1.22) 

 The upper hybrid resonance (UHR) occurs when the condition ωrf = ωh is fulfilled. It 

has been assumed that UHR dominates ECR heating when [ωpe
2
 / ωrf

2
]

 ≥ 0.1 [7]. This means 

that the electron density of the plasma ne has to exceed the value of one tenth of the cut-off 

density nc of the plasma. At this point, the strength of the magnetic field has to be higher than 

ECR resonance in order to have the UHR.  

 From the above cases, it is clear that, only the X-wave and R-wave have a resonance 

with the electrons in the magnetized plasma. In the case of R-wave, heating of electrons takes 

place at the ECR. The X-wave penetrates through the ECR surface without seeing it. In this 

case, heating takes place at the UHR resonance.  Due to the resonance (ECR or UHR) with 

microwave, electrons get heated up and acquire the energy necessary to produce highly 

charged ions. In summary, we have four different waves in magnetized plasma called : O-

wave, X-wave, R-wave, and L-wave [2]. The cut-off and resonance conditions for the waves 

propagating inside the plasmas are shown in Table 1.4. The L-wave and the O-wave do not 
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Table 1.4 : The cut-off and resonance conditions for the waves propagating inside the 

plasmas. 
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show any resonance. Instead, they suffer a cut-off that can be determined from the respective 

equations, when the index of refraction becomes zero. The cut-off and resonance for the four 

waves is shown in Fig. 1.7, which is well known as the “Clemmov-Mullaly-Allis diagram”.  

 

Figure 1.7 : The cut-off and resonance of O-, X-, R-, and L-wave  

(Clemmov-Mullaly-Allis diagram). 

1.4 Magnetic trap and confinement of plasma 

 The charge state of the ion increases with increasing the ion confinement time. We 

have seen earlier that an electron travelling perpendicular to a magnetic field will gyrate 

around the lines of force of the magnetic field. However, those travelling along the magnetic 

field are unaffected by the magnetic field. So if one uses a magnetic field to confine the 

plasma, it will leak along the magnetic field. To prevent this leakage, one has to use magnetic 

mirrors on both sides. The concept of magnetic mirror can be understood as follows.  

 The component of velocity parallel to the magnetic field (V||) of a charged particle 

will vary when it moves into regions of different magnetic field strengths of the magnetic 

field according to invariance of the kinetic energy Ek, 
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where Ek is the kinetic energy of the charged particle and magnetic moment µ is, 
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where V⊥ is the component of velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field. Since magnetic 

moment µ is constant, the parallel velocity of the particle V|| decreases with increasing 

magnetic field B. If magnetic field B is sufficiently high, the parallel velocity component of 

the particle becomes zero (V|| = 0) and the particle is reflected back toward the decreasing 

magnetic field (i.e. weak magnetic field region). Thus, the high magnetic field region acts as 

a mirror. If one has two such mirrors on either side of the plasma (called magnetic bottle), the 

plasma particles (ions / electrons) will remain trapped inside the magnetic bottle (between the 

two magnetic mirrors).  

 The trapping of the charged particle takes place when the magnetic moment of the 

charged particle become greater than the ratio of kinetic energy of the particle to the 

maximum magnetic field, i.e. µ > [Ek / Bmax]. Plasma trapped between magnetic mirrors 

created by a pair of solenoid coils is shown in Fig. 1.8. This figure shows that the charged 

particles are trapped between the two magnetic field minima. This confinement supports the 

production of the highly charged state ion beams. 

 

Figure 1.8 : Plasma trapped between magnetic mirrors created by a pair of solenoid coil. 
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 We now go into some more details of the magnetic mirror to understand the concept 

of loss cone. The electron trajectories in a homogeneous and in an increasing magnetic field 

are shown in Fig. 1.9 and Fig. 1.10 respectively. These figures demonstrate the charged 

particle motion under the influence of homogeneous and increasing magnetic field 

configurations.  

 

Figure 1.9 : Electron trajectory in a homogeneous magnetic field. 

 

 

Figure 1.10 : Electron trajectory in an increasing magnetic field. 

 The loss cone defines the fraction of the charged particles, which are able to escape 

through the magnetic bottle at a given magnetic field. If V0 is the initial velocity of the 
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particle and components of its velocity are denoted by V⊥ = V⊥0 and V|| = V||0, then invariance 

of the magnetic moment µ yields, 
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where B
′
 is the magnetic field at the turning point. Using conservation of energy one gets, 
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Replacing B
′ 
by Bmax in equation (1.26) the minimum angle θmin of a confined particle 

can be found. The velocity space loss cone in a magnetic mirror is shown in Fig. 1.11. The 

magnetic loss cone is independent of the charge and mass of the particles. In ECRIS, the axial 

confinement is obtained using solenoids and the radial confinement using multi-pole 

magnets. In any practical case, the particles change their direction of velocity due to 

collisions with each other and can escape from the plasma. When the temperature of the ions 

and electrons are equal, i.e. Ti ≈ Te, the higher collision frequency of the electrons leads to a 

higher loss rate of electrons from the plasma. As a consequence, a positive electric charge 

will be build up in the plasma that regulates the loss of low energy electrons. 

 

Figure 1.11 : The velocity space loss cone in a magnetic mirror. 

 In ECRIS, the heated electrons have orders of magnitude higher temperature than the 

ions, i.e. Te >> Ti [8,9]. As a consequence, the electrons have a much smaller probability to 

collide with the other species. The relatively higher rate of ion loss creates the negative 

plasma voltage, which regulates the loss of ions. This electrostatic potential well confines the 
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positively charged ions inside the ECR plasma. The height of the potential well can be 

increased by increasing the temperature of the electrons or the mirror ratio. Considerable 

improvement of the ion intensities has been achieved using a strong magnetic field resulting 

in a high magnetic mirror ratio. Presently, all new ECRIS’s are constructed with a high 

magnetic mirror ratio.  

1.5  Ionization of Hydrogen  

 A singly charged positive ion can be formed if one electron, preferably from the 

outermost orbit of an atom (which needs minimum energy) is removed to the continuum. 

This process is known as single electron impact ionization process. The electron energy that 

has to be imparted to an atom in ground state must exceed the binding energy of the electron, 

which is called the first ionization potential. In order to doubly ionize, second electron has to 

be removed and the necessary energy should exceed the second ionization potential. As the 

degree of ionization increases, ionization potential also increases due to increasing attractive 

force of the nucleus. It is easier to produce singly charged ions, as the first ionization 

potential is smallest, while to produce highly stripped charged ions, it is much more difficult 

as the inner shell electrons are more tightly bound and therefore one needs higher electron 

energy of the order of several keV to tens of keV. 

  If nn is the neutral density, and Je is the electron current density then the rate of 

production of positive ions by electron impact (dni
+ 

/ dt) is given by,  

en
i

e

i

Jn
dt

dn
σ=

+

…......……………………............................................................................(1.27) 

where  ni
+
 is the positive ion density, σe

i 
 is the electron impact ionization cross-section for 

ion (energy dependent). 

If l is the length of the beam then ion current density (Ji) at l is, 
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If A is the area of the beam, and if all the ions produced in the effective volume (V) are able 

to leave it, the ion current (total) Ii from this volume is, given by, 

A
dt

dn
AJI

i

ii

+

== l = σe
i
 nn Je l A = σe

i
 nn Je V…..........…………………….......................(1.29) 

The processes of ionization possible for hydrogen atom are shown in Table 1.5. 

Process of Hydrogen Ionization Ei (eV) σσσσ ×××× 10
-16

 cm
2
 Reaction 

H2 + e
-
 ���� H2

+
 + 2e

-
   15.6 0.98 Direct Ionization 

H2
+
 + H2 ���� H3

+
 + H   ~ 0  Dissociative Attachment 

H2 + e
-
 ���� 2H + e

-
   9.2 0.90 Dissociative Excitation 

H + e
-
 ���� H

+
 + 2e

-
   13.6 0.70 Ionization 

H2 + e-
 ���� H2

+
 + 2e-

   15.6 0.98 Direct Ionization 

H2
+
 + e

-
 ���� H

+
 + H + e

-
 12.1 4.30 Dissociative Excitation 

H2
+
 + e

-
 ���� 2H

+
 + 2e

-
   17.0  Dissociative Ionization 

 

Table  1.5 : The process of ionization possible for hydrogen atom. 

 

1.6  Production of Charged Ions 

 Ionization of atoms or molecules due to inelastic collision with atoms depends on the 

kinetic energy of the colliding particles. The energy required to ionization of neutral atom 

(Ei) is,  

ii eV)atom(E > ................................……………………...................................................(1.30) 

where e is the electron charge, and Vi  is the ionization potential of the atom.  The ECRIS, in 

some applications, is used for the production of singly charged ion beams [10,11,12]. The 

ECRIS is also widely used for the production of multiply charged ion beams [13,14,15,16].  

 The atom present in the plasma undergoes step-by-step collisions with the electrons. 

The build-up of their charge state q is related to the plasma parameters as [17], 

e
i

qe Enq τ∝ ..............…..……………………………………………..................................(1.31) 
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where ne is the electron density, τq
i
 is the confinement time for a given charge state q in the 

plasma, and Ee is the energy of electron. The rate of the change of the ion density (dnq / dt) in 

the ECR plasma at the charge state q is given by [17], 

 
where 

nn = Number density of neutrals 

nq = Ion density in the q
th

 charge state 

nq+1 = Ion density in the (q+1)
th

 charge state 

nq-1 = Ion density in the (q-1)
th

 charge state 

σq-1,q = Ionization cross-section from (q-1)
 
 to q

th
 ionization state by electron impact 

σq,q-1 = Charge exchange cross-section between highly charged ions and neutrals 

σ0,q+1 = Charge exchange cross-section by collision with neutrals 

σq,q+1 = Ionization cross-section from q to (q+1) charge state by electron impact 

σq+1,q = Charge exchange cross-section from (q+1) to q
th

 by electron impact 

σ0,q = Charge exchange cross-section by collision with neutrals 

Ve, Vi = Velocities of electrons and q-ion respectively 

τq
i
 = Confinement time for a given charge state q

th
 

 In the above equation, on the right hand side, the first two terms (in green bracket)  

are production rates of nq ions from the charge state (q-1) to the charge state q by the electron 

bombardment / impact and from the charge state (q+1) to the charge state q by the charge 

exchange reaction. The next two terms (in red bracket) correspond to losses caused by the 

charge exchange reaction from the charge state q to the charge state (q-1) and by the 

ionization from the charge state q to the charge state (q+1). The last term gives the  loss of 

ions at the charge state q to the ion diffusion to the wall due to finite confinement time.  The 

ionization cross-section depends very strongly on the energy of the bombarding electrons Ee 

and on the charge state q
th

 to the target atom. The total ionization cross-section from (q-1) to 
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q
th

 ionization state by electron impact can be calculated using the Lotz’s formula and it is 

given by [18], 
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where Ee is the electron impact energy, Pi is the binding energy of electrons in the sub-shell, 

qi is the number of the electrons in the sub-shell and  ai , bi and ci are the constants. The total 

ionization cross-section (σq-1, q) of reaction depends strongly on the energy of the electron and 

binding energy of the electron, it is given by, Aq-1,q + e
-
 ���� Aq + 2 e

-
. 

The ionization potential for various elements is shown in Table 1.6. 

Element 
Ionization Potential (eV) 

I e
-
 II e

-
 III e

-
 IV e

-
 V e

-
 VI e

-
 VII e

-
 VIII e

-
 

1H
1
 13.6        

2He
4
 24.5 54.5       

3Li
7
 5.40 75.6 122.5      

10Ne
20

 21.6 41.1 63.5 97.0 126.3 157.9   

6C
12

 11.2 24.4 47.9 77.3 113.8 138.0   

7N
14

 14.5 29.6 47.4 77.5 97.8 552.0   

8O
16

 13.6 35.2 55.0 77.4 113.8 138.0   

18Ar
40

 15.8 27.6 40.9 59.8 75.0 91.3 124.0 143.4 

11Na
23

 5.10 47.3 71.6 98.9 138.6 172.3   

36Kr
84

 14.0 24.6 36.9 43.5 63.0 94.0   

54Xe
131

 12.1 21.2 31.3 42.0 53.0 58.0 135.0  

 Table 1.6 : The ionization potential for various elements. 

 The charge exchange cross-section is independent or only weakly dependent on the 

energy of the ions [19,20]. The charge exchange cross-section (σq, q-1) between highly charged 

ions and neutrals is dependent on the charge state of the ions, which is given by [21], 
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where a0 is the Bohr radius, I0 is the Bohr energy (13.6 eV), I and Z are the ionization 

potential and atomic number of the target atom, respectively. The charge exchange cross-

section is considerably larger than the ionization cross-section of highly charged ions. The 

possible processes of ionization of atoms are shown in Table 1.7.  

Equations Energy Type of Process 

e
-
 + A � A

1+
 + 2 e

-
   (eEc > eVi 

1
) First ionization 

e
-
 + A

+ 
� A

2+
 + 2 e

-
   (eEc > eVi 

2-1
) Second ionization 

e
-
 + A 

(z-1)+
 � A

z+
 + 2 e

-
   --------------- Higher ionization 

hν + A � A
+
 + e

-
   (hν > eVi) Photo-ionization 

A
∗
 + B

∗
 � A

+
 + B + e

-
 Energy exchange Ionization 

A + B � A + B
+
 + e

-
 (EB

i
 < EA

excite
) Impact ionization 

A
+
 + B � B

+
 + A   Charge exchange Ionization 

Table 1.7 : The possible processes of ionization of atoms. 

 The electron bombardment ionization can result in the removal of more than one 

electron from an atom or ion provided the bombarding electrons have sufficient energy. 

There are two routes by which this can occur. In single-step ionization, the incident electron 

must have energy of at least the sum of all ionization potentials of the removed electrons i.e. 

state q to state (q+n) whereas in multi-step ionization it required only the energy of each 

electron removed i.e. state n to state (n+1). Following two processes can give rise to multi-

step ionization,   

A
i+

 + e
- 

 � A
(i+1)+

 + 2e
- 

Single-step ionization 

A
i+

 + e
- 

 � A
(i+n)+

 + (n+1)e
- 

Multi-step ionization 

 The maximum charge state that can be attained is thus limited by the maximum 

incident electron energy.  Hence multi-step ionization is indeed the only feasible route to high 

charge state ions. This process takes time, which depends on the electron density and the 
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ionization cross-section, and must be shorter than the ion lifetime in the plasma. The 

dependence of the ionization cross-section on electron energy means that the higher energies 

required to produce higher charge states is not useful for the production of low charged ions. 

However, in the ionization process there is nothing to prevent the removal of more than one 

electron provided that the incident electron energy is greater than the ionization potential for 

that charge state. However, in practice, the ionization cross-section for a certain charge state 

maximum for electrons incident with energy about three times the minimum ionization 

energy, and then decreases slowly with increasing energy of the bombarding electrons. The 

probability of producing multi-charged ions by single electron impact falls off rapidly with 

increased charge state. The only efficient way of achieving high charge states is by 

successive ionization, which is a time consuming process. Charge state distribution in hot 

plasma is mainly determined by the ionization cross-section (i.e. the energy of the electrons), 

the electron current density, and the exposure time of the ions to the plasma electrons. In 

general, the ionization time required to produce a given charge state, τq
i
 is given by [17], 

∑
= −σ

∝τ
q

ni i,1i

e
i

q

1
en ................................................................................................................(1.34) 

where  ∝ is the proportional constant, e is the electron charge, ne is the electron density, and 

σi-1,i is the ionization cross-section from (i-1) to i
th

 ionization state by electron impact. The 

loss processes working against efficient ion production are : electron capture from neutral 

background molecules, direct capture of plasma electrons, and losses to the walls.  
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CHAPTER 2 

ECR Plasma as Ion Source : An Overview 

 

   This chapter deals with the operating principle of an ECR source and the major 

components which are required to build an ECRIS viz. microwave system, plasma chamber 

and vacuum system, electromagnet coils, and their power supplies, beam extraction 

electrodes, and plasma diagnostics device. 

 The ion beam sources have become an important tool for numerous scientific 

investigations in recent times such as heavy ion radiotherapy [22,23,24,25], radiobiology 

[26], radio oncology [27], surface science [28,29], nuclear transmutation studies [30], fusion 

studies [31], microprobe trace analysis [32], isotope separation [33], mass spectrometry [34], 

atomic physics and molecular physics [35,36,37], space propulsion [38], neutron spallation 

[39], obtaining metal ion beam [40],  lithography [41],  plasma based applications 

[42,43,44,45,46],  micro-electro-mechanical systems [47],  x-ray production [48,49,50,51,52] 

etc. Charged particles beams of different currents are required for different applications. The 

various types of ion sources have been developed based on the requirements. For example, 

ion beams of hundreds of amperes current are required for fusion applications, whereas 

beams of nano-amperes current are required for applications like microprobe trace analysis 

and thin film deposition. They include a) Filament based sources such as Freeman, 

Duoplasmatron, Penning and Magnetron, b) Microwave based sources such as electron 

cyclotron resonance ion sources (ECRIS) [6,53,54].  

 Among all these sources, ECRIS offers a number of advantages over other filament 

based ion sources. Firstly, the absence of filaments relieves ECRIS from the lifetime 

constraints of other filament based ion sources. Secondly, ECRIS consumes only neutral 

gases (for plasma production). Thirdly, the capability of working in a corrosive environment 
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gives ECRIS a leading edge over the other sources. The high performance reliability of 

ECRIS has now made it an integral part of the new age accelerators
 
due to its salient features 

such as
 
1) operation in continuous wave or in pulsed mode, 2) high current, 3) low emittance, 

4) high brightness, 5) high current stability, 6) multiple charge states ion beams, and 6) high 

reliability. The only drawback is that, one has to use a microwave window with the 

waveguide, and the lifetime of this window could be limited because of the electron 

bombardment and metal deposition on it. Now a days, it is common practice to use 90° 

waveguide bend to avoid electron bombardment and metal deposition on the window, so that 

the limited lifetime problem is overcome.  

 The ion sources used for the acceleration of charged particles are chosen according to 

their output beams, emittance, ion species, intensity and energy spread.  With the continuous 

development of ECRIS, it has been observed that it is easy to operate at high voltage platform 

to obtain the high beam current of all kinds, low energy spread, low phase space area i.e. low 

emittance, long lifetime, uninterrupted operation, low maintenance, stable, suitable for 

covering wide mass range, and capability to produce high intensity beam than any 

conventional ion sources. The source is widely accepted by accelerator community world-

wide as an injector to high energy proton and heavy ion accelerators. The well known ECRIS 

sources are CRL, SILHI, TRIPS, INFN, MIDAS, VIS, ALISES, and SPIRAL2. They can 

deliver more than 50-100 mA proton beam current at 50-100 keV beam energy with 80-90% 

of proton fraction and low emittance 0.2 π mm mrad, being used as an injector to high energy 

proton and heavy ion accelerators [11,55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66]. The failure was 

only due to some high voltage spark after a long operation.   

 In India at Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC) (50 keV, 50 mA) [67], Variable 

Energy Cyclotron Centre (VECC) (50 keV, 50 mA) [68], and Inter University Accelerator 

Centre (IUAC) (Superconducting PKDELIS) [69,70].  ECRIS has been commissioned for the 
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low energy high intensity proton accelerator (LEHIPA), Cyclotron injector, and 

superconducting linear accelerator (SC-LINAC) respectively for accelerator applications. 

RRCAT, Indore is planning to take up in a near future a project on research and development 

of high intensity proton accelerator for pulsed spallation neutron source. Spallation neutron 

source is a tool for condensed matter physics and material science research. A schematic 

layout of proposed 3 MeV front-end of H
- 
/ H

+
 proton linear accelerator at RRCAT, Indore is 

shown in Fig. 2.1.  In this, one of the challenging tasks is to develop a highly reliable, stable, 

and compact, high current H
-
 ion source which will act as an injector, followed with low 

energy beam transport line (LEBT) to characterize and analyze the extracted beam 

parameters and a pre-chopper for matching the pulsed ion source beam parameters with the 

input port of radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ), for bunching and acceleration up to 3 MeV, 

as a front-end linear accelerator followed by a beam dump for the characterization of the ion 

beam viz. emittance, energy, energy spectra, bunch width and halo. In this direction, RRCAT 

has initiated development of a pulsed filament / radio frequency based multi-cusp H
-
 ion 

source (50 keV, 30 mA, repetition rate 25 Hz and pulse duration 0.5 ms) as a pre-injector. 

The electron cyclotron resonance ion source (RRCAT-ECRIS), (50 keV, 30 mA, H
+
 

continuous wave / pulsed mode) has been developed indigenously to use it as an alternative 

to the H
- 

ion source [71,72] as an injector. Keeping this in mind, we have designed and 

developed an ECRIS capable of generating proton beam with 30 mA current at 50 keV beam 

energy (RRCAT-ECRIS) at 2.45 GHz microwave frequency. The design specifications and 

present status of the RRCAT-ECRIS are given in Table 1.8. 
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Figure 2.1 : A  schematic layout of proposed 3 MeV front-end of H
- 
/ H

+
 proton linear 

accelerator at RRCAT, Indore. 

 

System Parameters 
Phase-I Phase-II 

Design Parameters Present Status Design Parameters 

Beam energy 25 keV 24 keV 50 keV 

Beam current 10 mA 8 mA 30 mA 

Particles H
+
, H2

+
, H3

+
 H

+
 H

+
 

Frequency 2.45 GHz 2.45 GHz 2.45 GHz 

Microwave power 600 W (CW) 600 W (CW) 0 −2 kW (CW) 

Microwave feed Waveguide Waveguide Ridged waveguide 

Base pressure ~ 10
-6   

mbar ~ 10
-6   

mbar ~ 10
-6   

mbar 

Axial magnetic field 875 −1000 G 875 G 875 −1000 G 

Duty factor 100 % DC 100 % DC 100 % DC 

Operating pressure ~ 10
-4   

mbar ~ 10
-4   

mbar 10
-4 − 10

-3   
mbar 

Gas Hydrogen Hydrogen Hydrogen 

 
Table 1.8 : The design specifications and present status of the RRCAT-ECRIS. 
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2.1  Operating Principle of an ECR Plasma Source 

 
 The operating principle of an ECR plasma source is shown in Fig. 2.2. In ECR plasma 

source, plasma is produced by matching the cyclotron frequency of an electron (ωce) in a 

external static magnetic field, with the microwave frequency (ωrf), i.e. ECR condition (ωce ≅ 

ωrf) [6,53,54]. In the case of 2.45 GHz, the required field strength to satisfy the ECR 

condition is 875 G. The cyclotron frequency of an electron (ωce), is given by, 






=ω
e

ce

m

eB
............................................................................................................................(2.1) 

where e is the electron charge, B is the magnetic field, and me is the mass of an electron.  

 A small amount of free electrons is always present in the plasma chamber at room 

temperature. In a magnetic field of 875 G the cyclotron frequency of the electrons is 2.45 

GHz. If a matched frequency of microwave at 2.45 GHz is fed into the plasma chamber, the 

electrons on the magnetic surface of 875 G will resonate with the microwave frequencies. 

Therefore, the electrons in the resonance zone will stochastically gain energy from the 

electric field of the microwave radiation. The gas of interest is fed into the plasma chamber. It 

gets ionized by the energetic electrons. The amount of free electrons increases instantly and a 

plasma confined by the external magnetic fields is created. The ECR plasma source can be 

considered to be composed of three entities : a microwave field, a magnetic field, and low-

pressure ionized gas. The neutral gas like hydrogen is fed to the plasma chamber where 

singly charged ions are produced. The proton beam is extracted by applying the high voltage 

on the extraction electrodes A high vacuum is required to minimize the charge exchange 

reaction between the ions and the neutral atoms. The beam is extracted towards a Faraday cup 

to measure its current.  
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Figure 2.2 : The operating principle of an ECR plasma source. 

 As mentioned in the previous chapter, a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave is 

composed of an R-wave, and an L-wave (i.e. waves with right and left circular polarizations). 

An electron is accelerated along its orbit throughout the entire period of the R-wave field, 

while there is no energy gain from the L-wave field. A schematic representation of the 

acceleration-deceleration of electron under right and left hand polarized wave is shown in 

Fig. 2.3.  

 

Figure 2.3 : A schematic representation of the acceleration-deceleration of electron under 

right and left hand polarized wave. 
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2.2  Major Components of the RRCAT-ECR Plasma Source  

 The major components of the RRCAT-ECR plasma source are, 

I. Plasma chamber and vacuum system, 

II. Microwave system (i.e. microwave generator and its transfer line), 

III. Electromagnet and its power supply, 

IV. Plasma diagnostic device, 

V. Ion beam extraction electrodes, and 

VI. Beam diagnostics devices 

A schematic block diagram of electron cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS) is shown in 

Fig. 2.4.  

 

Figure 2.4 : A schematic block diagram of electron cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS). 

 The RRCAT-ECRIS integrated with Thomson parabola ion spectrograph is shown in 

Fig. 2.5. A 3D-view of the RRCAT-ECRIS is shown in Fig. 2.6. A photograph of the 

RRCAT-ECRIS is shown in Fig. 2.7. The design details of the major components of the 

RRCAT-ECRIS are presented in the following chapters.  
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Figure 2.5 : The RRCAT-ECRIS integrated with Thomson parabola ion spectrograph. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 : A 3D-view of the RRCAT-ECRIS. 
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Figure 2.7 : A photograph of the RRCAT-ECRIS. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Plasma Chamber and Vacuum System 

 This chapter deals with the design aspects of the plasma chamber and its vacuum 

system. The plasma chamber does two jobs : 1) microwave heating of plasma and 2) 

containment of the plasma produced using solenoid coils for producing the magnetic field 

configurations. The dimensions of the plasma chamber as a cylindrical cavity were 

analytically calculated cross-checked with electromagnetic software.  

 

3.1  Plasma Chamber 

 The dimensions of the plasma chamber were chosen such that it resonates at 2.45 

GHz frequency to absorb efficiently the input microwave power. The dimensions of the 

plasma chamber as a cylindrical cavity were analytically calculated from standard relation 

and also with electromagnetic software. In order to support the dominant mode TE11 or TM01, 

the diameter of the plasma chamber has to be 72 or 94 mm, respectively, for the operating 

frequency 2.45 GHz [73,74,75].  The dimensions of the plasma chamber are 95.5 mm 

diameter (nominal bore 3½” pipe, outer diameter 101.6 mm, and wall thickness 3.05 mm) 

and 200 mm length. The overall diameter including water-cooling jacket is 150 mm and is 

used to accommodate the electromagnet (solenoid coils + iron yoke) and extraction geometry. 

The plasma chamber was fabricated using seamless non-magnetic stainless steel S.S.304L. 

The plasma chamber was provided with water-cooling and this helps to avoid the excess 

heating of wall of the plasma chamber due to absorption of microwaves and bombarding of 

charged ions on the walls of the plasma chamber. The experimental setup for the 

measurement of resonance frequency of the plasma chamber is shown in Fig. 3.1.  
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Figure 3.1 : The experimental setup for the measurement of resonance frequency of the 

plasma chamber. 

3.2  Vacuum System 

 The vacuum system, and its sub-components are required to maintain the basic 

vacuum in the plasma chamber for plasma production as well as in extraction chamber for ion 

extraction, and for reducing the charge exchange collisions between the ions and neutrals.  

The objective of the vacuum system was to evacuate the plasma chamber, beam extraction 

line, and its components, to avoid loss of particles due to recombination, and to avoid internal 

electrical breakdown due to high voltage. The ultimate vacuum requirement is less than 1 × 

10
-6

 mbar.  

 The vacuum system was designed based on the standard calculations was available in 

refs. [76,77,78]. The vacuum system was designed and fabricated as a "cross-type", 

consisting of standard knife-edge conflat flange CF203, CF152, and CF70 (six) diagnostics 

ports. The vacuum chamber and its sub-components were fabricated using seamless non-

magnetic stainless steel S.S.304L. The clean vacuum was maintained by using good quality 

vacuum materials and fabrication techniques. The clean materials have low out-gassing, and 

low vapour pressure.  These ports are used for connection of vacuum pump (bottom), plasma 

chamber (side), and other devices as required like Faraday cup, plasma diagnostic probe 

(other side), and pressure gauge (Model : TPR 261, Make : M/s Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH, 
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Germany). The high voltage feed through, and quartz window as a view port were connected 

to CF70 ports. All the vacuum components were helium leak tested using helium mass leak 

spectrometer (Model : ASM 142, Make : M/s Alcatel Vacuum Technology, France), and the 

leak rate was found to be less than 5 × 10
-10

 mbar l/s. A turbo molecular pump, with capacity 

of 400 l/s (Model : ATP 400, Make : M/s Alcatel Vacuum Technology, France) was selected 

by considering gas throughput (≈ 1.5 × 10
-3

 mbar l/s) to maintain a pressure of the order of 

10
-4

-10
-3

 mbar in the plasma chamber, 10
-6

-10
-5

 mbar in the extraction chamber, and to have a 

hydrocarbon free clean vacuum. The complete ion source was installed on a non-magnetic 

support bench with wheel carriages for ease of installation and maintenance. A gas inlet 

system consisting of a high purity gas cylinder, a pressure regulator, precision standard leak 

valve (Model : UDV 146, Make : M/s Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH, Germany), and a flow 

controller (Model : C 100, Make : M/s Sierra, USA) were used. 

 A standard 3 kW continuous wave water-cooled Faraday cup (Model : Far-3 kW, 

Make : M/s Pentechnik, France) was mounted on the top of the cross-type vacuum system. 

Faraday cup is a destructive electrically isolated device, used for the measurement of the DC 

beam current. The incident charged particles were stopped in the Faraday cup, and an electric 

charge was measured across a resistor connected between the Faraday cup and ground, 

detected as corresponding electric current. It has an air pressure actuator for up and down 

movement which helps in on-line current measurement. A five-port diagnostic flange was 

mounted at the end and right side of the cross-type vacuum system in which the plasma 

diagnostics probe was fixed at one port and other ports were used as view ports. The 

experimental gas (argon / hydrogen / nitrogen) was fed through a stainless steel tube of 

quarter inch size, and was isolated with a 2 meter long polyvinyl chloride (PVC) insulator. 

This was necessary since the plasma chamber floats at a high potential during the course of 

the beam extraction experiment. The vacuum requirement was critical due to the high voltage 
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floating of the plasma chamber. The plasma chamber and the extraction geometry were 

placed into a special polypropylene tube (dielectric strength > 40 kV/mm and operating 

maximum temperature 100 °C) to isolate the solenoid coils from the source body. The 

extraction geometry was connected with the plasma chamber flange. The ground flange of the 

extraction geometry was connected to the vacuum cross-type chamber, having standard 

rotatable CF203 flange.  
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CHAPTER 4  

Microwave System 

 This chapter covers various aspects of the microwave system. This includes the 

design, development of   i) a power supply for energizing the coaxial magnetron source, 

which is used as a source of up to 2 kW microwave power at 2.45 GHz frequency in 

continuous wave mode, ii) the design, development and characterization of the microwave 

transfer line which consists of an isolator (which allows the microwave propagation in 

forward direction while the reflected power is dumped), iii) a directional coupler for power 

measurement, iv) a tunable three-stub tuner for impedance matching, v) a microwave vacuum 

window for vacuum isolation between the plasma chamber and microwave system, vi) a 

glass-water load for the characterization of the microwave line and the source, and vii) a 

microwave launcher to feed the microwave power to the plasma chamber.  

 The microwave system consists of a magnetron as a microwave generator, its power 

supply, waveguide components (an isolator with dummy load, a directional coupler, a three-

stub tuner, a high voltage break, a microwave vacuum window, and a microwave launcher) 

for transferring microwave power from the microwave source to plasma chamber. This type 

of microwave systems at 2.45 GHz, 2 kW continuous wave have been widely used in various 

plasma applications to deliver the microwave power to the plasma chamber [79,80,81]. The 

microwave system at frequency 2.45 GHz and power up to 2 kW continuous wave have been 

designed, and developed using rectangular waveguide WR-284. A schematic diagram of the 

microwave system for RRCAT-ECRIS is shown in Fig. 4.1.  A 3D-view of the microwave 

system test setup for RRCAT-ECRIS is shown in Fig. 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1 : A schematic diagram of the microwave system for RRCAT-ECRIS. 

 

 

Figure 4.2 : A 3D-view of the microwave system test setup for RRCAT-ECRIS. 

4.1  Magnetron as a Source of Microwave Power 

 As a source of microwave power, we have used standard coaxial magnetron (Model : 

NL10250L, Make : M/s Richardson Electronics Pvt. Ltd., USA) suitably water-cooled for 

operating in continuous wave. It is a low cost and efficient device for producing microwave 

radiation.  It is widely used in microwave ovens (frequency : 2.45 GHz) for cooking, and in 

plasma production for various applications. The technical specifications of the coaxial 

magnetron are given in Table 4.1.   
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Description Parameters 

Frequency 2.45 ± 0.025 GHz 

Filament voltage 4.6 V AC 

Filament current 19 A 

Cathode voltage 4 kV DC 

Cathode current 725 mA 

Output power 2 kW CW  

Table 4.1 : The technical specifications of the coaxial magnetron. 

 The magnetron requires a low voltage, high current AC power supply, floated at 

negative high voltage for the filament (thoriated tungsten coil, directly heated by AC or DC) 

and a high voltage negative and low current DC power supply.  The body of the magnetron is 

at ground potential. A magnetron can be operated in both continuous wave, and pulsed mode 

using a suitable pulse-forming network [82,83,84,85,86,87]. To energize this magnetron, a 

high voltage DC power supply of rating negative (-) 5 kV, 1 A for cathode, and an AC power 

supply of rating 5 V, 20 A for filament (floating), were developed in-house. A block diagram 

of the magnetron power supply is shown in Fig. 4.3. The power supply employs a voltage 

doubler scheme to achieve full voltage 5 kV DC with a 2.5 kV transformer. The power 

supply was tested independently, and characterized with a DC resistive load up to full rating. 

The output waveform of the magnetron power supply was measured using a storage 

oscilloscope, and a high voltage probe. The measured waveform and ripple of the magnetron 

power supply for a) DC output for cathode, and b) AC output for filament are shown in Fig. 

4.4.  The measured output voltage was (-) 4.7 kV DC and ripple peak to peak was 0.1 %. The 

output voltage was stable for the required period of time. A photograph of the magnetron 

power supply is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
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Figure 4.3 : A block diagram of the magnetron power supply. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 : The measured waveform and ripple of the magnetron power supply for a) DC 

output for cathode, and b) AC output for filament. 
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Figure 4.5 : A photograph of the magnetron power supply. 

 

4.2  Waveguide Components 

 Various devices have been commonly used to transfer the microwave power, viz., 

coaxial line, and waveguide, depending on power or frequency used. A coaxial line with N-

type connector was used where microwave power was slightly less than 200 W. With a 

specially designed 50 Ω coaxial line, a microwave power of ~ 300 W was coupled to the 

ECR plasma source and an electron density of 5 × 10
10

 cm
-3

 was achieved [88]. Considering 

the requirement of microwave power of about 2 kW continuous wave for our application, we 

have chosen a waveguide based microwave system. Although, the designated rectangular 

waveguide for 2.45 GHz is WR-340, WR-284 was used since its cut-off frequency is 2.078 

GHz and it is suitable to operate at average power level of up to 6 kW. The other reason 

behind using WR-284 was that, this waveguide has also been used in some other on-going 

projects at RRCAT.  

 The cross-section of rectangular waveguide WR-284 was 72.14 mm (broader side) × 

34.04 mm (narrow side) with typical wall thickness 2 mm, made up of oxygen free high 

conductivity copper. Standard plane, and choke type flanges were used for joining of the 

waveguide components [73]. The choke joint also keeps the electromagnetic field confined in 
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the waveguide and helps to reduce the transverse microwave leakage. There have been 

various commercial software’s like CST-MWS [89], Ansoft-HFSS [90], Mafia [89] for the 

electromagnetic analysis / modeling of complex RF and microwave components. We chose 

the CST-MWS software for the electromagnetic analysis of waveguide components to reduce 

the microwave losses and with an adequate matching of the waves to the plasma chamber 

operating at frequency 2.45 GHz. It is 3D-electromagnetic simulation software. It has three 

different simulations techniques based on the finite integration method. Its transient solver 

technique was found to be suitable for analysis of microwave components. In the simulation, 

the outer boundaries were chosen as perfect electric conductor. The electromagnetic field 

pattern a) standard transverse electric TE mode, b) dominant TE10 mode, and c) microwave 

studio simulated inside the WR-284 rectangular waveguide are shown in Fig. 4.6. The design 

and constructional details of the microwave components are presented in the following 

sections. 

 

Figure 4.6 : The electromagnetic field pattern a) standard transverse electric TE mode, b) 

dominant TE10 mode , and c) microwave studio simulated, inside the WR-284 rectangular 

waveguide. 

 1) Isolator with water load : An isolator allows un-attenuated transmission of 

microwave power in the forward direction whereas power incident from other direction 

(reflected power) directed towards the load, is completely absorbed. In this way, it is an 
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important two-port device, which protect the microwave source from any reflected power 

damage due to mismatch of the waveguide impedance to the plasma impedance. It is a 

standard device (Model : 2722-163-02004, Make : M/s Richardson Electronics Pvt. Ltd., 

USA). The operating power of the isolator is 3 kW continuous wave, and it is water-cooled. It 

provides the isolation of 20 dB to the magnetron.  

 2) Directional coupler : The directional coupler [73,91,92] is a device which is 

commonly used for the measurement of the forward, and reflected power simultaneously. It is 

a four-port network (input port, transmitted port, coupled port and isolated port), and a known 

fraction of the microwave power flowing in a particular direction is sampled and used for 

evaluating the forward and reflected power and knowing its coupling factor. A block diagram 

of the directional coupler is shown in Fig. 4.7.  

 

Figure 4.7 : A block diagram of the directional coupler. 

 The working principle of a directional coupler is simple to understand. When a wave 

travels from port 1 to port 2, a fixed fraction of its power appears at port 3 (i.e. waves are in 

phase), and there is no power appears at port 4 (i.e. wave is 180° out of phase). Conversely, if 

the wave is travelling from port 2 to port 1, a fraction of this power appears at port 4, and 

there is no power appears at port 3. When the transmission takes place from port 1 (input 

port) to port 2 (transmitted port), the port 3 is called coupled port, and the port 4 is called 

isolated port. We have designed, and developed a directional coupler for 45 dB as its 

coupling factor using the microwave studio software. A schematic diagram of this directional 

coupler is shown in Fig. 4.8. It has waveguide as a main line, two coupling holes for power 
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coupling, a loop plate, a loop holder, and a power sampling connector (N-Type). The plane of 

the loop is kept parallel to the axis of the main line to which the loop is coupled. The length 

of the waveguide is 200 mm. Based on the schematic diagram of the directional coupler, the 

model has been created in microwave studio for simulations, for its scattering parameters. 

The directional couplers were designed to sample the power propagating in one direction. A 

schematic diagram of the orientation of loop plate with respect to direction of the propagation 

axis for the directional coupler is shown in Fig. 4.9. A model prepared in microwave studio 

for the directional coupler is shown in Fig. 4.10. 

 

Figure 4.8 : A schematic diagram of the directional coupler. 

 

Figure 4.9 : A schematic diagram of the orientation of loop plate with respect to the 

direction of the propagation axis for the directional coupler. 
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Figure 4.10 : A model prepared in microwave studio for the directional coupler. 

 For microwave studio simulations, the materials for all the parts were chosen to be 

vacuum, except the inner conductor of the ports, loops, and supporting holder.  These were 

simulated as perfect electric conductors. The distance between the holes for microwave 

coupling was kept one-fourth of the waveguide wavelength from the centre of the waveguide, 

to keep the frequency sensitivity to a minimum. A number of iterations were carried out by 

changing the loop, and the mid plate dimensions like, the thickness (T : 0.5 to 2 mm) of the 

loop plate, the width of the loop plate (W : 3 to 5 mm), the length of the mid plate (X : 5 

mm), the width of the mid plate (Y : 6 to 10 mm), the height of the loop (H : 0.5 to 2 mm) 

from the main waveguide, and the theta rotations (clockwise) for the loop plate (θ1) as well as 

the mid plate (θ2). The coupling hole diameter (φ) was also varied. The S-parameters 

optimized with frequency for the directional coupler are shown in Fig. 4.11. The S-

parameters were optimized at 2.45 GHz frequency. From the figure, one can see that it has a 

very low insertion loss (S21) of 0 dB, and the return loss (S11) is about 100 dB, the coupling 

factor (S31) is 45 dB, isolation (S41) is 70 dB and the directivity (S31-S41) is 25 dB.  The 

coupling factor and the directivity together decide the performance of the directional coupler. 

Variation of the coupling factor (S31), and the directivity (S31-S41) with the hole diameter 

for the directional coupler at 2.45 GHz frequency is shown in Fig. 4.12. It was observed in 
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simulation that the coupling factor, and the isolation depends on the coupling hole diameter 

(φ). The directionality of the coupling of the power remains unchanged, since the coupling 

and the isolation increases in symmetrical manner as expected, with increasing the hole 

diameter.   

 

Figure 4.11 :  The S-parameters optimized with frequency for the directional coupler.  

 

Figure 4.12 : Variation of the coupling factor (S31),  and the directivity (S31- S41) with the 

hole diameter for the directional coupler at 2.45 GHz frequency. 
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 It was observed that when the height of the loop (H) of the main waveguide, and the 

thickness of the loop plate (T) were increased, the coupling (45 dB) was not much affected. 

The directivity was 30 dB for T = 0.5, W= 1 mm, X = 5 mm, Y = 6 mm, θ1 = 54°, θ2 = 45°.  

The loop was placed close to the waveguide (H = 1 mm) and the effect of the orientation of 

the loop plate, and the mid plate was studied, keeping T = 1 mm, W = 3 mm, X = 5 mm, Y = 

6 mm, and φ = 13.7 mm. The results were as follows : 

 Case 1 : When θ1 and θ2 are equal (θ1 = θ2), there is no directivity except at 90° and 

270°. In the case of 90°, the coupling and directivity were 43 and 20 dB respectively. In the 

270° case, the results remained the same except that the coupling port and the isolated port 

interchange.  

 Case 2 : When θ1 = 90°  and θ2 was changed from 0 to 90°, the coupling factor and 

the directivity were 43 and 20 dB respectively.  

 Case 3 : When θ1 was changed from 0 to 90°  and θ2 = 90°, the coupling remained 

almost same (-) 43 dB, but the directivity changed from 25 to 33 dB.  

 Case 4 : When θ1 and θ2 are not equal (θ1  ≠  θ2), some of the results for return loss, 

coupling, isolation and directivity calculated when  θ1  ≠  θ2 are given in Table 4.2.  

θθθθ1 (°°°°) θθθθ2 (°°°°) Return Loss (dB) Coupling (dB) Isolation (dB) Directivity (dB) 

54 45 100.00 45.00 70.00 25.00 

63 54 100.80 44.11 77.81 33.70 

72 18 91.78 43.46 82.65 39.19 

63 18 106.30 44.38 78.46 34.08 

81 27 95.90 43.65 66.49 22.84 

81 45 103.20 43.59 69.86 26.27 

81 36 99.07 43.59 69.26 25.67 

Table 4.2 : Return loss, Coupling, Isolation, and Directivity calculated when θ1  ≠  θ2.  
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 Due to the 4-fold symmetry, the loop plate and the mid plate could be rotated from 0
o
 

to 90°. The coupling factor was not much affected with any orientation other than 

longitudinal, while the directivity was good when the loop plate and the mid plate were 

oriented at different angles. It was insensitive to the coupling hole diameter.   The coupling 

becomes minimum when the loop is in the transverse direction.  For the fabrication of the 

directional coupler (waveguide length 200 mm), brass rings of φ35 mm and height 30 mm 

were fixed over both the coupling holes. Care was taken at the time of brazing that coupling 

holes remain in the centre of the brass rings. The power sensing loops were fabricated using 

oxygen free high conductivity copper plate. The loops for sensing the radio frequency signal 

were mounted on a brass holder. A 50 Ω, 10 W chip resistance (for termination) and N-type 

connector (for sampling the power) were fixed on ends of the loop. The brass holder is an 

independent device with respect to the main waveguide, and could be freely rotated up to 

360° for changing the orientation of the loop for coupling and directivity adjustment.  The 

mechanical dimensions of the coupling loop play an important role in coupling and 

directivity performance because the electric and magnetic fields get actually coupled through 

it. All the sharp edges were removed to avoid electrical arcing due to the microwave power. 

A photograph of the directional coupler is shown in Fig. 4.13.  

 

Figure 4.13 : A photograph of the directional coupler. 
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 3) Three-stub tuner : Three-stub tuner [73,74] is a device which is widely used for 

matching of the impedance.  It has three capacitive stubs, which are in parallel, and provides 

the variable shunt susceptance for matching the impedance. Combination of two 

neighbouring stubs (1 + 2 or 2 + 3) is used at a time for matching. Each pair covers about half 

of the complete matchable area in the Smith chart. The matchable area in the complex 

reflection coefficient plane is shown in Fig. 4.14. The regions A and B are prone to electrical 

breakdown.  

 

Figure 4.14 : The matchable area in the complex reflection coefficient plane. 

 The impedance of the plasma is inhomogeneous in nature because of the magnetic 

field gradients and recombination near the walls of the plasma chamber. It is dynamical in 

nature, and depends on the gas pressure, magnetic field, microwave power, operating 

conditions etc. Hence, it is required to match the impedance of the microwave transmission 

line to the impedance of the plasma, in order to minimize the microwave reflections. This is 

necessary to prevent the magnetron as well as the microwave vacuum window from damage. 

We have designed and developed a three-stub tuner as a variable impedance matching device. 

It matches the modulus and the phase of the incoming wave, in order to match the plasma 

impedance by adjusting the depth of the stubs (small sections of transmission lines which are 
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connected as shunt or series to the main line for impedance matching). A schematic diagram 

of the shunt connected the stub as a three-stub tuner is shown in Fig. 4.15.  

 

Figure 4.15 : A schematic diagram of the shunt connected the stub as a three-stub tuner. 

 For understanding the behaviour of the three-stub tuner, it was simulated in 

microwave studio. Vacuum was chosen as the medium for the waveguide, and perfect electric 

conductor for the shunt stubs. Three-stubs are mounted on the broad wall of the waveguide at 

equal intervals (three-eighth of the guide wavelength) to keep the frequency sensitivity to 

minimum. They are manually guided in or out. The length of the waveguide for three-stub 

tuner was 300 mm. The effect of shunt stubs was checked with microwave studio for its 

tuning range by varying the depth of penetration of the shunt stubs. It was observed that shunt 

capacitive susceptance changes for a wide range which helps to minimize the reflected 

power, and matches the impedance of the plasma as a load. A model prepared in microwave 

studio for the three-stub tuner is shown in Fig. 4.16.  

 

Figure 4.16 : A model prepared in microwave studio for the three-stub tuner. 
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 4) High voltage break : A high voltage break [55] is a crucial component which is 

commonly used for the high voltage isolation between the microwave system and the plasma 

chamber. The plasma chamber remains floating at a high voltage for extracting the ion beam 

of required energy. It is essential to keep the microwave side at ground potential during the 

operation of the source for tuning the reflected power. We have designed and developed a 

high voltage break to withstand a voltage of 75 kV DC. A high voltage break should have 

good mechanical rigidity, low microwave loss, and low microwave radiation leakage to the 

environment. It was simulated using microwave studio from microwave point of view (low 

microwave loss), with the proper thickness to model the insulator to withstand 75 kV DC 

voltage. A model prepared in microwave studio for the high voltage break is shown in Fig. 

4.17.  

 

Figure 4.17 : A model prepared in microwave studio for the high voltage break. 

 It has two waveguides of length 150 mm on both sides. Vacuum was chosen as inside 

material, and perfect electric conductor for the thickness of the waveguide. An insulator was 

sandwiched in between for finding its scattering parameters. The complete assembly was 

enclosed in a rectangular box with material as air to see the real effects under actual 
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environment. Teflon, high-density polyethylene, and polypropylene, which are commercially 

available, are normally used to get low loss for microwave, good mechanical strength and 

high voltage isolation. We have used Teflon as the high voltage isolation material. Using 

microwave studio, a numbers of iteration were carried out to get the proper thickness of 

Teflon to achieve the minimum return loss and insertion loss. The S-parameters optimized 

with frequency for the high voltage break : Teflon of thickness 7.35 mm are shown in Fig. 

4.18.  It is noted from the figure, that the return loss is 40 dB and the insertion loss is 0.08 dB 

for 7.35 mm Teflon thickness at 2.45 GHz frequency. The observed S-parameters show that 

the device is perfectly matched with input impedance with low microwave loss. The device 

was backed at 120 °C for two hours, for the settlement of high voltage epoxy under vacuum 

environment. The high voltage insulation was tested using high voltage Megger (Model : 

220123-47, Make : M/s Megger, Biddle, England). It works satisfactorily up to 75 kV DC 

isolation without any leakage current.  

 

Figure 4.18 : The S-parameters optimized with frequency for the high voltage break : Teflon 

of thickness 7.35 mm. 
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 5) Microwave vacuum window : Microwave vacuum window [10,11,12,93,94,95] is 

a device which is widely used for the isolation of microwave system from the plasma 

chamber which is under vacuum. A microwave vacuum window commonly uses a single / 

double / triple layer of mica, quartz, Teflon, alumina, aluminium nitride, boron nitride or 

combinations of these.  The properties of these materials are such that they allow microwave 

propagation with low loss, and have good mechanical strength (except quartz). The thickness 

of the window material should be chosen in such a way that it can sustain the force of back-

streaming of high energetic electrons, and stop the plasma flow back to the microwave source 

(i.e. magnetron). Sometimes, it may get punctured due to the excessive heating, leading to the 

failure of the ion source. The use of multilayered window increases the cost as well as 

complexity of fabrication. We have designed and built a single layer window at 2.45 GHz 

frequency. For constructing the geometry in microwave studio for simulation, the length of 

the waveguide was chosen to be 100 mm. Very thin capacitive obstacles were used for 

impedance matching on the both sides of the flange. Quartz was chosen as the window 

material, since it is cheap and easily available. A model prepared in microwave studio for the 

microwave vacuum window is shown in Fig. 4.19. 

 For simulation purpose, vacuum was chosen to represent all the components. In the 

simulations, the thickness of the window material was varied from 0.1 to 10 mm. To check 

the validity of the design and model, it was first run with zero thickness to make sure that 

same results are obtained as achieved with only standard flanges (return loss S11, insertion 

loss S21). Variation of the return loss (S11), the insertion loss (S21) with the thickness of 

quartz plate for the microwave vacuum window at 2.45 GHz frequency is shown in Fig. 4.20. 

The S-parameters optimized with frequency for a microwave vacuum window with quartz 

thickness of 6 mm are shown in Fig. 4.21.   The simulations show that for the 6 mm thickness 

of quartz plate, the return loss is 75 dB and the insertion loss is 2.5 µdB, which is close to 
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zero. A rectangular quartz plate was fixed using conductive glue. The window was helium 

leak tested using a helium leak detector and the leak rate was found to be less than 10
-10

 mbar 

l/s. The outer periphery was covered with grounded copper strip to avoid any transverse 

leakage of the microwave power.  

 

Figure 4.19 : A model prepared in microwave studio for the microwave vacuum window. 

 

Figure 4.20 : Variation of the return loss (S11), the insertion loss (S21) with the thickness of 

quartz plate for the microwave vacuum window at 2.45 GHz frequency. 
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Figure 4.21 : The S-parameters optimized with frequency for a microwave vacuum window 

with quartz thickness of 6 mm. 

 

 6) Microwave launcher : Microwave launcher is a device which is used to couple the 

microwave power to the plasma chamber. There are various devices used as a microwave 

launcher viz. coaxial line [96], open ended waveguide [97], horn, slotted and helical antenna 

[12,80,98], ridged and tapered waveguide [64,99,100,101,102]. The performance of a plasma 

source (viz. electron density, electron temperature produced) and hence the ion current can be 

improved significantly by proper selection and design of the microwave launcher. Here, we 

have studied using microwave studio a tapered waveguide as well as a ridged waveguide. The 

latter is widely used now days as a microwave launcher because of its ease of fabrication, low 

cost, and wide bandwidth. Both launchers have a special property that they gradually matches 

the impedance of the microwave transmission to the impedance of the plasma, which leads to 

a low reflection and a higher order mode coupling. Other devices were ignored because of 

space limitations. The details of the two launchers are described in the following sections.   
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 a) Tapered launcher : We have designed and developed a tapered launcher to feed 

the microwave power to the plasma chamber. It gradually matches the plasma impedance and 

increases the intensity of the electric field at the mouth of the waveguide. The intensity of the 

electric field is a function of narrow dimensions of the waveguide. This was simulated using 

the microwave studio. A model prepared in microwave studio for a tapered launcher is shown 

in Fig. 4.22.  

 

Figure 4.22 : A model prepared in microwave studio for a tapered launcher. 

 For simulations of the tapered launcher in microwave studio, two bricks of length 50 

mm of dimensions 72.14 mm × 34.04 mm (matching with waveguide dimension) and 72.14 

mm × 10 mm (achieved with microwave studio simulation), with a wall thickness 2 mm, at a 

distance of one guide waveguide length. Thus by changing the narrow dimensions of the 

waveguide, the intensity of the electric field was simulated using the microwave studio 

software. It has been observed that the intensity of the electric field becomes almost doubled 

when the narrow dimension reaches 10 mm. Variation of electric field with the height of 

waveguide for a tapered launcher is shown in Fig. 4.23. 
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Figure 4.23 : Variation of  electric field with the height of the waveguide for a tapered 

launcher. 

  

 This electric field enhances the electron density, since the power is directly proportional 

to the square of the intensity of the electric field. In microwave studio simulation, vacuum 

was chosen as the inner material and a perfect electric conductor for the wall thickness. The 

S-parameters optimized with frequency for a tapered launcher are shown in Fig. 4.24. It is 

noted from the figure, that the return loss is 23 dB and the insertion loss is close to 0.02 dB at 

2.45 GHz frequency. The performance of microwave power coupling into the plasma was 

found to be very good, and most of the incoming power was coupled to the plasma chamber 

with very low reflected power. The electric field distribution in a tapered launcher is shown 

in Fig. 4.25. 
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Figure 4.24 : The S-parameters optimized with frequency for a tapered launcher. 

 

Figure 4.25 : The electric field distribution in a tapered launcher. 

 b) Ridged Waveguide : A ridged waveguides with three / four sections has been 

widely used as a microwave launcher in different laboratories like Chalk River Laboratory, 

Trips, Silhi, MIDAS, VIS,  ALISES, and Spiral2. Like a tapered waveguide, a ridged 
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waveguide also matches the impedance (progressively reducing with ridged gap) from the 

source waveguide impedance to the plasma impedance which is of the order of 150-100 Ω 

[103].  A ridged waveguide concentrates the electric field near the source axis, while in a 

standard waveguide it is distributed in the sinusoidal form along the larger dimensions. It has 

a wide bandwidth [104,105].  This reduces the necessity of high power level of the 

microwave for the extraction of higher ion beam current and also reduces the requirement of 

water-cooling required for the plasma chamber, thereby enabling operation of the source in 

continuous mode for several hours.  The magnitude of the electric field intensity depends on 

the number of ridged sections.  

 Analytical approach : There are various devices like coaxial line [96], open ended 

waveguide [97], E-plane horn antenna, E-plane horn antenna with helical and slotted antenna 

[12,79,98] etc. have been used to feed the microwave power to the plasma chamber for 

plasma heating by means of ECR. The use of above devices is limited due to space 

restrictions, as they make the ECR source bulky in size. With the demand of compact ECR 

source, advancement of research in science and technology, it has been observed that with the 

use of ridged waveguide, the performance of the plasma production (electron density and 

temperature) has improved leading to higher ion beam current extraction. Another advantage 

of using ridged waveguide is that, it can be operated at a lower frequency and has lower 

impedance and a wider mode separation between the cut-off numbers of its dominant mode 

and the first higher mode than a standard waveguide.  Due to these advantages, ridge 

waveguides have been extensively used in microwave active and passive components, and 

ECR based high intensity, low emittance proton source development at 2.45 GHz frequency. 

A schematic diagram of a four sections ridged waveguide coupled to the plasma chamber is 

shown in Fig. 4.26.  
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Figure 4.26  : A schematic diagram of a four sections  ridged waveguide coupled to the 

plasma chamber. 

Here, Zvi, Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, and Zp are the impedances of the four sections ridged waveguide, 

where Zvi is the voltage-current impedance of a standard waveguide, and Zp is the plasma 

impedance.  The voltage-current impedance of a standard rectangular waveguide is given by,  
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where η is the free space impedance (377 Ω), 2b is the height of the waveguide, a is the width 

of the waveguide, λ0 is the free space wavelength, and λc is the cut-off wavelength, is about 

Zvi = 527 Ω for standard waveguide WR-284 (width : 72.14 mm, height : 34.04 mm)  

operating in a dominant mode TE10 at operating frequency of 2.45 GHz. The dimensions of 

the ridged waveguide have been evaluated using standard characteristics impedance chart for 

the binomial matching transformers [75], to match the voltage-current impedance of a 

standard waveguide to plasma impedance, and each sections of the waveguides was one 

quarter wavelength (λg /4) long at operating frequency, where λg is the guide wavelength. The 

impedances of the ridged section are evaluated by the relation, 
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where n is the number of ridged section, N is the total number of the ridged section, Cn
N
 is the 

binomial coefficients i.e. N! / (N-n)! n!. Variation of impedance with the length for a standard 

and a ridged waveguide is shown in Fig. 4.27.  
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Figure 4.27 : Variation of impedance with the length for a standard waveguide and a ridged 

waveguide. (The solid blue curve is for visual aid only and dot indicates the calculated 

impedance in that section, ref. Table 4.3) 

 The figure shows that the impedance of a ridged waveguide decreases exponentially 

with increasing the number of ridged sections and progressively approaches to plasma 

impedance at the fourth section of the ridged waveguide. On the other hand, the voltage-

current impedance of a standard waveguide remains constant. The dimensions and 

impedances of the four sections of the ridged waveguide are shown in Table 4.3.  

  

Number of Ridge Sections 

(N) 

Impedance of the Ridge 

Section (Zn) (Ω) 

Gap of the Ridge Section 

(2b2) (mm) 

1 483 32 

2 341 22 

3 203 13 

4 144 9 

Table 4.3 : The dimensions and impedances of the four sections of the ridged waveguide. 
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Electromagnetic analysis of a ridged waveguide : The dimensions obtained with the 

analytical approach, as shown in Table 4.3, are used for generating a model structure of a 

ridged waveguide. An electromagnetic model of a ridged waveguide coupled with a plasma 

chamber is shown in Fig. 4.28.  

 

Figure 4.28 : An electromagnetic model of a  ridged waveguide coupled with a plasma 

chamber. 

 It has a standard waveguide part, an upper and a lower ridge section and a plasma 

chamber. For modelling purpose, the material for standard waveguide and ridged sections 

were chosen as vacuum and perfect electrical conductor respectively. The transient solver 

module of the microwave studio was used for modelling the waveguide. The transient signal 

was fed from a standard waveguide, as input port 1, and ridged waveguide as output port 2. 

The structure was discretized at 10 lines per wavelength mesh density. The complete 

geometry had 28510 mesh cells. The dimension of the ridge gap I to IV was varied in the 

steps of 1 mm and corresponding scattering parameters were recorded at 2.45 GHz 

frequency. The simulation results in terms of scattering parameters at 2.45 GHz frequency for 

ridge gap I, II, III, and IV are presented in Figs. 4.29, 4.30, 4.31, and 4.32.  
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Figure 4.29 : The simulated variations of the return loss (S11), the insertion loss (S21) for a  

ridge gap I at 2.45 GHz frequency for the ridged waveguide.  

 

Figure 4.30 : The simulated variations of the return loss (S11), the insertion loss (S21) for a 

ridge gap II at 2.45 GHz frequency for the ridged waveguide.  
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Figure 4.31 : The simulated variations of the return loss (S11), the insertion loss (S21) for a 

ridge gap III at 2.45 GHz frequency for the ridged waveguide.  

 

Figure 4.32 : The simulated variations of the return loss (S11), the insertion loss (S21) for a 

ridge gap IV at 2.45 GHz frequency for the ridged waveguide.  

In the above figures, the dashed lines show the actual gap of each ridge. It is observed 

from these figures that the scattering parameters S11 (return loss) is sensitive to the gap of the 

ridge, whereas the other parameter S21 (insertion loss) is not so sensitive. Figure 4.29, shows 
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that the return loss decreases with increasing gap of ridge gap I.  The behaviour seen in 

Figure 4.30, 4.31, 4.32 is the return loss is 15 dB at an analytical ridged gap values 

corresponding to the 2.45 GHz frequency and the insertion loss is close to zero. The figure 

4.33 show that,  optimized ridge gaps (31 mm, 20 mm, 15.5 mm, and 10 mm) are closed to 

the analytical ridged gap values. The optimized variations of the return loss (S11), the 

insertion loss (S21) for the ridged waveguide with frequency range between 2.4 to 2.5 GHz is 

shown in Fig. 4.33.  

 

Figure 4.33 : The optimized variations of the return loss (S11),  the insertion loss (S21) for 

the ridged waveguide with frequency range between 2.2 to 2.7 GHz. 

 The return loss of the integrated geometry of the ridged waveguide is 38 dB (i.e. 

power transmission ~ 100 %) and corresponding insertion loss is 0 dB at 2.45 GHz 

frequency. The variations of the return loss (S11), the insertion loss (S21) with ridge width at 

2.45 GHz frequency for the ridged waveguide is shown in Fig. 4.34. It shows that the return 

loss is first decreasing with increasing width of ridge sections from 10 to 11 mm, due to 

establishing the uniform electric field distribution between the ridge gap. Beyond this, it 
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increases and reaches a saturation level, may be due to distortions of the electric field 

intensity between the ridged gap. The insertion loss does not change much; it remains close to 

zero with increasing the ridged width.  

 

 

Figure 4.34 : The variations of the return loss (S11), the  insertion loss (S21) with ridge 

width at 2.45 GHz frequency for the ridged waveguide. Dashed lines show the actual width of 

ridge. 

 A vector plot of the distribution of the electric field for a standard waveguide is 

shown in Fig. 4.35. The maximum electric field amplitude along Z-axis is about 757 V/m at 

port 1. A vector plot of the distribution of the electric field for a ridged waveguide is shown 

in Fig. 4.36. The maximum electric field amplitude along Z-axis is about 1574 V/m, which is 

about two times that of the standard waveguide as evaluated with analytical approach and the 

distribution of electric field intensity is also uniform in the ridge gap.  

 The electric field intensity distribution in the horizontal mid-plane for a standard 

waveguide and a ridged waveguide of width 12.5 mm is shown in Fig. 4.37. The electric field  
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Figure 4.35 : A vector plot of the distribution of the electric field for a standard waveguide. 

 

Figure 4.36 : A vector plot of the distribution of the electric field for a  ridged waveguide. 

 

Figure 4.37 : The electric field intensity distribution in the horizontal mid-plane for a 

standard waveguide and a  ridged waveguide of width 12.5 mm. 
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intensity for a standard waveguide varies in the form of an arc of sinusoidal pattern along the 

width of waveguide, while that for a ridged waveguide has a Gaussian distribution, with 

maximum electric field intensity localized within the ridged gap.  

 Microwave coupling study : For obtaining the best microwave coupling 

[106,107,108] between the optimized ridged waveguide and the plasma chamber, the 

optimized ridged waveguide was coupled to the plasma chamber, to check the good match 

between the ridged waveguide and the plasma and to produce the electric field intensity 

maximum at the centre of the plasma chamber.  The electric field intensity in a horizontal 

plane of the ridged waveguide coupled with the plasma chamber is shown in Fig. 4.38. The 

electric field intensity in a transverse plane of the ridged waveguide coupled with the plasma 

chamber is shown in Figure 4.39. It shows that the absolute electric field intensity in the 

horizontal plane and in the transverse plane is about 2750 V/m at 2.45 GHz, at the centre of 

the plasma chamber. It also shows that the electric field intensity is maximum at the centre of  

 

Figure 4.38 : The electric field intensity in the horizontal plane of the  ridged waveguide 

coupled with the plasma chamber. 
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Figure 4.39 : The electric field intensity in a transverse plane of the  ridged waveguide 

coupled with the plasma chamber. 

the plasma chamber, suitable to produce high density plasma and further supports the 

extraction of higher ion beam current.  Thus, it is observed that the microwave energy is well 

coupled to the plasma chamber using a ridged waveguide.  

 7) Glass-water load : There are various materials like graphite, cement with graphite,  

wood, quartz, water etc. which are used as a microwave load depending on the level of 

microwave power to be dissipated [109,110].  We have used water as an absorbing material, 

since it is a good absorber of the microwave power. One can absorb a good amount of 

microwave power easily with continuous flow of water. The heat dissipated is removed by 

continuous flow of water. We have designed and fabricated a pyrex glass-water load for 

absorbing the 3 kW microwave power at 2.45 GHz frequency, for the characterization of the 

microwave components at high power. This glass-water load was connected at the end of the 

microwave-integrated line for initial high power characterization of the microwave 

components. The glass-water load was fabricated using Pyrex glass having tube diameter of 

12 mm and length equal to one guide wavelength. The Pyrex glass-water load has kovar 
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fittings at both ends of the tube. The glass-water load was calibrated using standard network 

analyzer at the operating frequency. A photograph of the glass-water load is shown in Fig. 

4.40.  

 

Figure 4.40 : A photograph of the glass-water load. 

 

4.3  Characterization of the Microwave Components 

 The low power characterization [111,112] of the microwave components was carried 

out using a network analyzer (Model : E5071 ENA series with electronic-cal kit, N4431-

60004, Make : M/s Agilent Technologies Pvt. Ltd., USA) for validating the design procedure. 

Scattering parameters of the microwave components were measured using network analyzer. 

The test setup for low power characterization of the microwave components using network 

analyzer is shown in Fig. 4.41.  

 The full term characterization (two port scattering parameters viz. S11, S21, S12 and 

S22) was carried out with frequency 2.4 to 2.5 GHz (marker at centre frequency 2.45 GHz, 

bandwidth 100 MHz), with various standards of network analyzers. The measurement 

inaccuracy in characterization was 10 mdB. The measurement accuracy in the results could 

be maintained by routine characterization of the microwave components. The measured 

results for the directional coupler are shown in Fig. 4.42.  
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Figure 4.41 : The test setup for low power characterization of microwave components using 

network analyzer. 

 

Figure 4.42 : The measured results for the directional coupler. The solid curve is for visual 

aid only.  

 The mechanical error of fabrication etc. could not be taken into account in the 

microwave studio simulation. Hence, some differences in simulations and actual results were 

expected. The results are summarized as : the insertion loss for the device is close to 0.05 dB, 
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the return loss is 37 dB (measured) and 100 dB {Fig. 4.11, software, assumes ideal 

conditions}, the coupling factor 44.5 ± 0.5 dB, the directivity is 25.5 ± 0.5 dB at 2.45 GHz 

frequency, except the return loss, the measured results are close to optimized results. This 

validates the design procedure of the directional coupler. For the low power measurements of 

the three-stub tuner, two cases were studied i.e. all stubs were FULL IN and FULL OUT to 

see the impedance variations on Smith chart. The measured results for the three-stub tuner 

when stubs are FULL IN are shown in Fig. 4.43.  One can see from the figure that, when all 

stubs are FULL IN, the insertion loss is 32 dB and the return loss is 0.3 dB.  In this case, the 

microwave power was severely reflected which causes more insertion loss. The measured 

results for the three-stub tuner when stubs are FULL OUT are shown in Fig. 4.44. It is noted 

from this figure that the measured insertion loss is 0.3 dB and remains unchanged up to 2.46 

GHz, whereas the return loss is close to 26 dB up to 2.46 GHz, and beyond this it increases 

with increasing frequency.  The behaviour of the figure is as expected, since the obstacles of 

the stubs produce standing wave patterns during the propagation of the microwaves which 

cause the losses of microwave power.   

 

Figure 4.43 : The measured results for three-stub tuner when stubs are FULL IN. The solid 

curve is for visual aid only. 
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Figure 4.44 : The measured results for the three-stub tuner when stubs are FULL OUT. The 

solid curve is for visual aid only. 

Effectively it covers the wide range of insertion loss 3 to 30 dB (due to obstacles of stubs, 

simply comprise for impedance matching) and the return loss is 0 to 25 dB. The insertion loss 

was brought down to less than 1 dB with the multiple combinations of stubs during the 

operation of the source (matched condition i.e. low reflected power). The measured results 

for the high voltage break are shown in Fig. 4.45. It is noted from the figure, that the return 

loss is 25 dB {Fig. 4.18, software, 40 dB} and the insertion loss is 0.1 dB {Fig. 4.18, 

software, 0.08 dB} at 2.45 GHz frequency.   

 

Figure 4.45 : The measured results for the high voltage break. The solid curve is for visual 

aid only. 
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The measured results for the microwave vacuum window are shown in Fig. 4.46. It is noted 

from the figure, that the return loss is 21 dB {Fig. 4.21, software, 75 dB} and the insertion 

loss is 0.3 dB {Fig. 4.21, software, 0.0 dB} at 2.45 GHz frequency. The discrepancies in the 

measured and software results may be due to fabrication, misalignment error, test port match, 

waveguide to coaxial adaptor etc. and software assumes always ideal matched conditions. 

 

Figure 4.46 : The measured results for the microwave vacuum window. The solid curve is for 

visual aid only. 

 Finally, all the microwave components were integrated with the glass-water load at 

the end, for the high power characterization of the microwave components. This microwave 

line was energized and tested for 2 kW of microwave power at 2.45 GHz frequency. The 

performance of the microwave line was quite satisfactory. A radio frequency and microwave 

survey using radiation survey meter (Model : HI 1501, Make : M/s Richardson Electronics 

Pvt. Ltd., USA) was carried out. A maximum radiation leakage of 2-3 mW/cm
2
 was observed 

around the microwave vacuum window and the high voltage break.  The radiation level was 

found to be well within the permissible limit. Further, to avoid any radiation leakage from the 

dielectric portion, a metallic cover was wrapped externally at the joint. An integrated 
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schematic diagram of the microwave components with glass-water load for high power 

characterization is shown in Fig. 4.47.  

 

Figure 4.47 : An integrated schematic diagram of the microwave components with glass- 

water load for high power characterization. 

 Variation of microwave output power with the cathode current of the magnetron is 

shown in Fig. 4.48. The figure shows that microwave output power increasing linearly with 

increase in the cathode current of the magnetron, with a slope of 2.73 W/mA.  The reflected 

power was minimized during the course of experiments with the tuning stubs of the three-

stub tuner.   

 

Figure 4.48 : Variation of the microwave output power with the cathode current of the 

magnetron. The solid curve is for visual aid only. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Electromagnet and its Power Supply 

 This chapter gives details of the design, development, and characterization of the 

electromagnets used to produce desired magnetic field to confine the plasma, and also to 

make the electrons gyrate and undergo electron cyclotron resonance with the applied 

microwave field. The three electromagnets are water-cooled and energized independently 

with the use of three independent power supplies. With the use of three electromagnets, it is 

possible to operate the source in a) off-resonance, b) mirror, and c) resonance flat magnetic 

field configurations, for the singly as well multiply charged states. The magnetic field 

configurations were optimized using Poisson software. 

 There are various types of magnetic field configurations which have been used for the 

generation as well as confinement of the plasma axially as well as radially. The proper 

selection of the magnetic field configurations is desirable to produce the singly and multiply 

charged ion beams.  The most common magnetic field configurations which are commonly 

used are : mirror field, flat field, B-minimum field, dipole, multi-pole field [6, 113, 114, 115, 

116].  These magnetic field configurations may be achieved by either combination of 

electromagnets, permanent magnets, and superconducting magnets. In the presence of the 

magnetic field, as the charged particles are forced to gyrate along the magnetic field lines, 

their diffusion perpendicular to the magnetic field lines is restricted, thereby confining the 

plasma radially to produce homogeneous, high-density plasma. Our aim is to produce the 

singly charged proton beam, so we have used conventional method for producing the 

magnetic field configuration. The design details, fabrication and field mapping is described in 

the following sections. 
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5.1  Magnetic Field Design 

 The magnetic field required for ECR action is given by [6,53,54], 

)
m

eB
,from(f357B

e

cerf
=ω= .……...…………………………….................……………….(5.1) 

where frf is the microwave frequency (GHz), B is the magnetic field (G), me is the mass of an 

electron (kg), and e is the electron charge (C). The magnetic field corresponding to a 

microwave frequency of 2.45 GHz is 875 G.  Standard software packages like 2D-Poisson 

and Pandira [117], 3D-Opera [118], and Intmag [119] are commonly used for simulation of 

magnetic field patterns using solenoid coils, or permanent magnets.  Here we have used the 

“2D-Poisson” software package for simulation of the magnetic field pattern using solenoid 

coils with iron jacket (electromagnet) for shielding the fringing magnetic field and to reduce 

the power consumption that would otherwise be very high. The use of jacket is to provide a 

return path for the magnetic field lines and thereby shield the adjacent components. The use 

of electromagnet has wide flexibility of tuning the plasma to get the best operating 

conditions. The use of electromagnet (instead of permanent magnets) helps one to investigate 

the plasma parameters to optimize the beam current.  

 To start the simulations, the initial parameters of the solenoid coils with iron jacket 

were fixed as : inner radius 75 mm, outer radius 150 mm, the gap between solenoid coils 20 

mm, width to be 70 mm and 80 mm for middle and side solenoid coils respectively. Three 

solenoid coils were used to get 1) mirror field, 2) flat field, and 3) off-resonance magnetic 

field configuration [120]. Two side solenoid coils, which were identical, generated the mirror 

field, and the middle solenoid coil was used to compensate the dip in the magnetic field, to 

have a flat magnetic field. The use of flat field configuration with high field in the centre has 

been reported to provide better extraction current in the high intensity ion sources. The 

combinations of these three solenoid coils can also produce the off-resonance magnetic field.  

The permeability table for soft iron, low carbon, ‘A’ grade steel has been incorporated in the 
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Poisson code itself. A numbers of iterations were carried out to get the desired magnetic field 

configurations. This was accomplished by varying the size of the solenoid coils, thickness of 

iron jacket, and amp-turns (NI). The optimum values of the amp-turns (NI) for the side and 

middle solenoid coils were obtained as 12950 and 8250 respectively. Based on these 

parameters, the total length of the conductor was calculated. A copper conductor having a 

square cross-section (5 mm × 5 mm) with hole diameter 3 mm for water-cooling was used. 

The optimized design parameters for solenoid coil with iron jacket are given in Table 5.1. 

The optimized axial flux along the axis of the source using the Poisson software is shown in 

Fig. 5.1.  The optimized mirror magnetic field profile using the Poisson software along the 

axis of the source is shown in Fig. 5.2. The optimized flat magnetic field profile using the 

Poisson software along the axis of the source is shown in Fig. 5.3. 

 

Description Solenoid coil 1 Solenoid coil 2 Solenoid coil 3 

Coil type Water-cooled solenoid coils 

Coil size φ300 mm × 80 mm φ300 mm × 70 mm φ300 mm × 80 mm 

Bore diameter φ150 mm 

amp-turns (NI) 12950 8250 12950 

Conductor size 5 mm × 5 mm × φ3 mm copper 

N, N / L, L 144,12,12 110,10,11 144,12,12 

Total conductor length 95 meters 80 meters 95 meters 

Power supply 0-32 V, 100 A DC ×  (Three) 

Coil resistance (measured) 0.15 Ω 0.13 Ω 0.16 Ω 

Table 5.1 : The optimized design parameters for the solenoid coil with iron jacket. 
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Figure 5.1 : The optimized axial flux along the axis of the source using the Poisson software  

(1, 2, and 3 marked are the solenoid coils). 

 

 

Figure 5.2 : The optimized mirror magnetic field profile using the Poisson software along the 

axis of the source. 
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Figure 5.3 : The optimized flat magnetic field profile using the Poisson software along the 

axis of the source. 

 The calculation was also done analytically using standard relations for calculating 

magnetic field. The magnetic field on the axis of loop can be written as [121], 
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where H is the magnetic field (oersteds), I  is the loop current (A), "a" is the radius of the 

loop (cm), and "z"  is the on-axis distance from the loop (cm). The current loop can be 

thought of an element of a larger coil and can form the basis for subsequent integrations,  
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We can further integrate to derive the central field expression for a finite thickness solenoid 

of uniform density. The elemental current per unit cross-section is, 
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which defines the overall current density λj , where j is the current density in the conductor, 

and λ is the space factor. Then, 
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where ),(F βα  is entirely geometry dependent factor. 
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We can write the power in an elemental cross-section and integrate over the coil, if the 

conductor current density j  and the resistivity of the material ρ  (ohm × cm) are considered 

to be constant over the volume. Then, 

 

∫ ∫ρ== vdjdWW
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where λ is the space factor and is given by the active cross-section of the winding / total 

cross-section of the winding.  

  

5.2  Fabrication of Electromagnet 

 

 The solenoid coils were fabricated using super enamelled hollow copper conductor 

(refrigeration type) of square cross-section (5 mm × 5 mm) with hole diameter 3 mm (for 

water circulation).  The insulation to the conductor layer was provided using ‘H’ class fibre 

glass insulating tape. The diameter of the bore was 150 mm so that plasma chamber, 

including water-cooling jacket and high voltage insulator, could be fitted in this.  One side 

flange of the plasma chamber was split type, so that the solenoid coils could be fitted to the 

plasma chamber. The bore of the solenoid coils was fabricated using high voltage glass 

epoxy.  Each side solenoid coil had 12 turns / layer (N / L), and 12 layers (L), {i.e. 144 turns 

(N)}, and central solenoid coil had 10 turns / layer (N / L), and 11 layers (L) {i.e. 110 turns 

(N)}. The total length of the conductor used for the side solenoid coils and the central 

solenoid coil was 95 m and 80 m respectively.  The solenoid coils were impregnated into 

high voltage, high temperature epoxy for the outer layer insulation. The iron jacket of the 

solenoid coils was fabricated from 10 mm thick low carbon ‘A’ grade steel. The iron jacket 

was fabricated in five parts consisting of two side plates and three cylindrical shapes, of 
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diameter equal to the bore diameter of the solenoid coils. This electromagnet was placed 

around the plasma chamber to produce the necessary magnetic field.  

 The solenoid coils were cooled using low conductivity water (conductivity less than 1 

µS/cm) having inlet temperature 27 °C.  Based on the length of the conductor, the water 

pressure drop and flow, and the inlet, outlet connections were provided. Total five inlet and 

five outlet connections were provided. The water flow rate of 3 l/min and pressure of 3.5 

kg/cm
2
 was maintained.  The rise in temperature was restricted to less than 20 °C. The 

inductance and the resistance of the solenoid coils were measured using precision LCR meter 

(Model : PM 6306, Make : M/s Fluke). The high voltage insulation to the solenoid coils up to 

5 kV DC was tested using high voltage Megger (Model : 220123-47, Make : M/s Megger, 

U.K.). The solenoids coils were at ground potential and were isolated from the plasma 

chamber using a polypropylene cylinder. Appropriate measures were taken to ensure 

electrical isolation between the microwave source, the plasma chamber and the solenoid 

coils.  

 

 

 

5.3  Magnetic Field Mapping 

 
 The performance of an electromagnet gets influenced by the design and material 

limitations, errors in construction, and the stability of the power supply used to energize it. 

The magnetic field measurements [122] were done using computer controlled three-axis 

coordinate measuring machine. A Hall probe (Model : MPT-141, Make : Group 3 

Technology Ltd., Germany) was attached at the Y-arm with a probe holder. The Hall probe 

had field ranges 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, 3.0 tesla and corresponding serial / general purpose interface 

bus (GPIB) resolutions 0.001, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01 G, respectively.  The probe size was 15 mm × 

5 mm × 2 mm, with a sensitive area of 1 mm × 0.5 mm. The measurement rate was 10 
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measurements per second. The error associated with the magnetic field measurements was 

less than 0.5 %. The electromagnets were energized using three independent power supplies 

of rating 0-32 V and 100 A DC. The stability of the power supplies was 0.1 %.  

 The quality of the electromagnet was fully characterized before installation in the 

dynamical environment. The successful operation of an ECR source greatly depends on the 

quality of the magnetic elements and the uniformity of the magnetic field (better than 5 G). 

Imperfections in the magnetic field can cause diffusion of the plasma particles to the wall of 

the plasma chamber. The measured mirror magnetic field profile along the axis of the source 

is shown in Fig. 5.4. The measured flat magnetic field profile along the axis of the source is 

shown in Fig. 5.5. The measured values (i.e. experimental measured data shown in Figs. 5.4 

and 5.5) and the design values (i.e. simulation results shown in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3) agree within 

3 %. The electromagnets were characterized for 50 A to 75 A at steps of 5 A. Variation of 

magnetic field with the solenoid current is shown in Fig. 5.6. It is observed to be linear with a 

slope of 21.5 G/A. The mirror ratio (maximum to minimum) field of the electromagnet was 

1.1. These electromagnets with the proper combinations of the solenoid coils are capable of 

producing mirror, flat, and off-resonance magnetic field configurations. The solenoid coil 

with iron jacket offers a continuous control over the axial magnetic field, giving tuning 

capability, and allowing the possibility of changes in the source operation. The possibility of 

a fine tuning of the magnetic field is very important for the stability of an ECR plasma source 

as any small change in the distribution of the axial magnetic field can result large changes in 

the source parameters. The amp-turns (NI) were determined to produce the maximum 

possible magnetic field on the axis.  
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Figure 5.4 : The measured mirror magnetic field profile along the axis of the source. 

 

Figure 5.5 : The measured flat magnetic field profile along the axis of the source. 
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Figure 5.6 : Variation of the magnetic field with the solenoid current. The solid curve is for 

visual aid only. 

5.4  High Voltage Insulator Dome 

 The plasma chamber is floated at 50 kV DC high voltage for the extraction of proton 

beam at 50 kV DC. The electromagnets which surround the plasma chamber are required to 

be keep at ground potential, for this purpose. We have designed and developed a high voltage 

insulator dome to withstand 50 kV DC voltage. It was fabricated using high voltage glass 

epoxy with proper composition (Type-I). It was fabricated in two parts having one side-

corrugated flange, which also provides the sides of the electromagnets at ground potential. 

The overall thickness of the high voltage insulator was 12 mm, which provided an insulation 

of 50 kV DC voltage. For moulding the high voltage insulator, the plasma chamber 

(including water-cooling jacket) itself was used as the mould. Hence there was no air gap 

between the plasma chamber and the high voltage insulator. Due care was taken to remove 

any sharp edges, which lead to electrical breakdown. All assembly flanges had a common 
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radius of 6 mm. The high voltage insulator was fitted to over the plasma chamber by sliding. 

The insulation of high voltage insulator dome was tested using 120 kV Megger. Presently, 

this was replaced due to its bulky in nature with new insulator with high density 

polypropylene (Type-II) material. A schematic diagram of the high voltage insulator dome is 

shown in Fig. 5.7. 

 

Type - I 

 

Type - II 

Figure 5.7 : A schematic diagram of the high voltage insulator dome. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Ion Beam Extraction System 

 This chapter covers the design simulations and development of the extraction 

electrode geometry for the extraction of 10 mA proton beam current, up to 25 keV beam 

energy (in Phase-I) and 30 mA proton beam current, up to 50 keV beam energy (in Phase-II).  

The electrode geometry was designed using IGUN software, which solves the Poisson 

equation in the plasma and the extraction region, using finite difference method. 

 

6.1  Design Considerations : Theoretical Background 

 The extracted ion beam properties from ECRIS [6,53,54] are dependent on many 

parameters e.g. electrode geometry, applied extraction voltage, space charge, self-magnetic 

fields, external magnetic fields, and finally the shape of the plasma meniscus formed at the 

plasma boundary.  The shape of the plasma meniscus is determined by the balance between 

the plasma current density Jp and the space charge limited current density Jspc i.e. Jp = Jspc. 

The plasma current density (Jp) is given by [123],  

i

e

ip

M

kT
qnJ = .............…..……………….…………………………………………………(6.1) 

where Te is the electron temperature (eV), Mi  is the mass of the ion (kg), ni 
 
is the  ion 

density (cm
-3

), k is the Boltzmann’s constant, q  is the charge state of the ion = Zi × e ( for 

hydrogen Zi =1), and e is the electron charge.  

 The plasma current density at 5 kV, electron temperature 4 eV, and ion density 5 × 

10
10

 cm
-3

 is 76 mA/cm
2
. The current density of charged particles that can be extracted from 

the plasma by the electric field is limited by the plasma density and the space charge of the 

ion beam, and cannot exceed the Child-Langmuir's law (assuming a planar plasma sheath and 

an ion beam without space charge compensation) [124,125], 
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 where d is the extraction gap (cm), V0 is the applied acceleration voltage for the ion 

beam (kV), ε0  is the permittivity constant, and Mi is the mass of the ion. The meniscus 

formed at the plasma surface depends on the plasma density and the applied electric field. 

The shape of the meniscus may vary from convex to concave as the plasma density decreases.  

The meniscus formed at the plasma boundary viz. a) convex, b) planar, and c) concave 

plasma meniscus with the beam extraction from the plasma are shown in Fig. 6.1. The convex 

meniscus leads the under focussed beam, and hence significant number of ions are lost as 

they hit the extraction electrodes. This leads to the secondary emission of the electrons and 

sputtering of the electrodes surface. This may be due to the high plasma density and a low 

extraction field,  i.e. the plasma density is greater than the space charge density. A planar 

meniscus is the optimum meniscus shape since it well suited and matched condition between 

the extraction field and the plasma density for the maximum ion beam extraction i.e. the 

plasma density is equal to the space charge density. It is obtained by proper variation of the 

applied electric field and the plasma density. A concave meniscus is formed due to a high 

extraction field and a low plasma density i.e. the plasma density is less than the space charge 

density. In this condition, the beam is over focussed and then it diverges strongly, which 

leads to the hitting of the surface of the electrode. The beam is not lost at the extraction area, 

but the space charge creates the significant problems i.e. beam blow up, further down to the 

beam line [126]. The perveance of the ion beam is defined as,  
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        a)                                                      b)                                               c)  

Figure 6.1 : The meniscus formed at the plasma boundary viz. a) Convex, b) Planar, and c) 

Concave plasma meniscus with the beam extraction from the plasma. 

 The maximum beam current density to be expected from an extraction system can be 

calculated from the Child-Langmuir's law, which describes the space charge limited current 

density. The space charge of the ion beam is automatically compensated by the beam itself 

via ion impacts on the residual gas molecules etc. These electrons however, have to be kept in 

the beam path and must not be back-streamed in to the source. The plasma current density 

depends on the density of the particles and the electron temperature. Therefore to achieve 

higher current, one must increase the density of particles, which is a function of the 

microwave power, the magnetic field and the gas pressure in the ECR plasma chamber. As 

long as the plasma current density is greater than the space charge current density, the 

extracted current follows the Child-Langmuir's law. The current would increase as the 

acceleration gap width decreases. Higher extraction voltage is required for higher ion 

currents. For positively charged ions with charge state q, the energy Ei of the extracted ion 

beam is given by Ei = e q Vplasma, where Vplasma = Vextraction + φp. The plasma potential φp is 

typically of order 10 V, and can usually be neglected  (φp << Vextraction) in comparison with 

the extraction voltage which is of the order of several  kV. The maximum half-angle 
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divergence of the beam (assuming the emission to be isotropic in the solid angle 2π and that 

the ions are accelerated in a homogeneous electric field) is given by, 

a

i

z

0

eV

kT2

V

V
==α ........….....……………...……………………………………………..…(6.4) 

where V0 is the maximum initial velocity of the ions, Vz is the axial velocity of the ions, Ti is 

the ion temperature, and eVa is the beam energy.   The emittance based on thermal energy 

assuming Maxwellian distribution is given by [6], 

q/M

kT
r016.0

i

inorm

.s.m.r
=ε ..........................…...………...……………...………………...……(6.5) 

where 
norm

.s.m.r
ε   is the normalized  x-x′ r.m.s. emittance (π mm mrad), r is the plasma electrode 

aperture radius (mm), kTi is the ion temperature (eV), Mi is the mass of the ion (a.m.u), and q 

is the charge state of the ion.  The beam emittance can be controlled with the plasma 

electrode aperture and the ion temperature, but the ion temperature is not easy to control in 

the plasma. Thus, reducing the aperture of the plasma electrode, low emittance can be 

achieved.  For high quality ion beams, the emittance should be as small as possible, and the 

brightness as high as possible. The brightness of the beam gives a measure of how much 

current can be concentrated in a small spot, and it is given by,  

[ ]2norm

.s.m.r

norm

I
B

ε
= ...........…………………...…...……………………………………………(6.6) 

 

6.2  Software Optimization 

 The design and construction of an ion source extraction system usually starts with 

simulations of the extraction geometry. There are several ion optical design codes like, IGUN 

(2D) [119], PBGUN (2D) [127], KOBRA (Axcel-2D & 3D) [128], SIMION (3D) [129], which 

have been commonly used for the design of optics for diode, triode, tetrode, and pentode 

electrode geometries. These codes can be operated on a personal computer in a very 
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reasonable computation time. Here, we have used the IGUN software for the simulation of 

electrode geometry for the extraction of positive ion beam from plasmas. It provides CAD-

like user interface in setting up boundaries, including definition of internal electrodes, 

dielectric boundaries, slanted Neumann boundaries, and Laplace problems with input for 

space charge of circular symmetric beams. It is primarily used to calculate the electric fields 

and the trajectories of charged particles for a given configuration of electrodes, with applied 

voltages and particle initial conditions. It is a two-dimensional code, suitable for simulating 

the extraction of positive ions from plasma using ion ray optics, and electrostatic field based 

on solution of Poisson equation. The code starts with mesh independent input data containing 

coordinates of the electrodes (either axis-symmetric or rectangular, as entered), boundary 

conditions, the number of the electrodes, the potential of each electrode, the plasma potential, 

the current or the electron density or ion current density, the fractions of ion species and or 

the mass, electron and ion temperature etc. The mesh points are generated once the potential 

are applied to the fixed electrodes. It automatically determines the ion extraction current 

during successive cycles, by matching the electric field gradient outside and inside of the 

plasma.  This process is repeated until a self-consistent solution of the Poisson equation for a 

good quality extracted particle beam is determined.  The resulting distribution of the potential 

along the beam edge is used to match the Laplace’s solution in the region external to the 

beam that will support the charge flow.   

 The code first checks the input file and then provides interactive coloured graphics 

plots of equipotential lines, the beam trajectories, the electrode loss tables for different ion 

species, the emittance diagrams, the emittance growth diagram, the fractional emittance 

against the current, the beam profiles, the surface fields along the beam axis, the surface 

fields along the problem boundary, the data files for all the plots, the twiss parameters etc.  

The ray tracing is simulated by numerical integration and the fields are differentiated and 
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interpolated from the previous potential map. It also provides extensive supporting 

functionality in geometry definition, data recording, visualization etc. A flow chart of the 

IGUN software is depicted in Fig. 6.2.  

 

Figure 6.2 : A flow chart of the IGUN software. 

 The details of the simulations results for the three-electrode geometry for Phase-I and 

Phase-II, using the IGUN software, are presented in the next section. 

 

6.3  Three-Electrode Geometry for Phase-I : 10 mA proton current at 25 keV beam 

energy 

 The three-electrode geometry is also known as acceleration-deceleration type 

extraction geometry [11,55]. It consists of the plasma electrode (PE), the extraction electrode 

(EE), and the ground electrode (GE) with respect to the beam axis. The PE terminates the 

plasma surface at the boundary of the discharge. The downstream side of this PE, EE is used, 

which provides optimal ion trajectories. The GE is at ground potential which terminates the 
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electric fields which establish the beam space-charge neutralization. Typical input file for this 

three-electrode geometry is as follows :  

 

&INPUT1        rlim=100,potn=5,pot= - 4000,50000,0,0,0,punit=1E-3,batch=F &END 

Geometry coordinates (format : potn, y, x) 

& Input5        maxray=100, rp=4, TE=5, UI=5, TI=0.5, pdens=1E11, mass=1, zp=5, 

               ns=14,av=7,avr=1,hold=14,nline=14,zscan=80,dscan=10,nscan=4,maxit=75, 

               wrtequ=28000,rfld=16,zfld=13,startl=5,zend=50,ustart=50015 &END 

&BUNDLE      charge=1  &END   

(Note : input file is not case sensitive).  

  

 The electrode geometry was optimized for 10 mA proton beam current at 25 keV 

beam energy (Phase-I) [71]. The profile of the surface electric fields in the three-electrode 

extraction geometry is shown in Fig. 6.3.  

 

Figure 6.3 : The profile of the surface electric fields in the three-electrode extraction 

geometry. 

Here, the X-axis represents the length along the boundary going around the 

electrodes, and the numbers of the field maxima around them are shown on the Y-axis.  The 
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peak surface electric field is 5 kV/mm at surface of electrodes. The aligned aperture of three-

electrode, acceleration-deceleration (ions are accelerated in the first gap and decelerated in 

the second gap) type flat extraction geometry was not used further because of the electrical 

breakdown and its other limitations like high beam divergence, emittance etc. The new 

geometry also has three-electrodes, but the difference is that some angle (Pierce type) is 

provided to the PE with respect to beam axis. The opening angle (inside and outside) of the 

PE with respect to beam axis, and other geometrical parameters were optimized to achieve 

the desired beam parameters with low emittance and low aberration. The proton beam 

trajectory for three-electrode extraction geometry for 10 mA proton beam current for 25 keV 

beam energy is shown in Fig. 6.4. It is showing the position of the PE (green in colour, 

aperture size 5 mm), the EE (blue in colour, aperture size 8 mm),  the GE (red in colour, 

aperture size 10 mm),  and the voltages applied on them. The vertical lines (cyan colour) 

parallel to the plasma and extraction electrodes indicate the equipotential lines.  The proton 

beam trajectory is shown along the axis (red colour). 

 

Figure 6.4 : The proton beam trajectory for three-electrode extraction geometry for 10 mA 

proton beam current for 25 keV beam energy. 

 The advantage of using a three-electrode geometry are :  1) ease of alignment with 

respect to the beam axis,  2) better control over the ion beam parameters, including its space 

charge, by changing the negative voltage on the EE, and 3) easy handling of the high voltages 
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by avoiding electric breakdowns. Four and five-electrode geometries have also been used to 

get low emittance and high brightness, but it increases the complexity of alignment and 

handling of the high voltages. The five-electrode geometry permits on-line optimization of 

the extracted beam, suitable to operate over a wide range of current by optimizing the beam 

formation for each working condition. A 3D-cross-sectional view of three-electrode 

extraction geometry is shown in Fig. 6.5. The electrode profiles and distances were optimized 

to limit the maximum surface electric fields at relative negative surface  

 

Figure 6.5 : A 3D-cross-sectional view of three-electrode extraction geometry. 

points less than 5 kV/mm. For a voltage of 25 kV on the PE, the extraction voltage is -700 V, 

and the proton beam gets extracted through the electrodes without hitting the electrode 

geometry. Thus the ion beam envelope fully passed through the extraction system. The 

optimum proton beam current is calculated to be 10 mA at 25 keV beam energy. The EE was 

negatively biased with respect to the ground, to stop the back-streaming of secondary 

electrons which are produced due to residual gas ionization, to trap them near the extraction 

electrode area, and to neutralize the positive ion beam (space charge compensation), to get a 
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well-focussed beam. The space charge effects are mainly considered in the gaps between the 

PE aperture and the EE aperture, where the electric potential changes rapidly. 

 6.4   Fabrication and Testing of the Electrode Geometry 

 An acceleration-deceleration type ion beam extraction electrodes geometry was 

fabricated using oxygen free high conductivity copper. The EE and GE are water-cooled. The 

parts of the EE and the GE which face the PE were fabricated using circular molybdenum 

disk, to avoid the sputtering of the material because of direct bombardment of high energetic 

electrons or ions. The electrodes have been isolated using Macor insulating rings.  The EE 

and GE have radial holes at equal intervals on their body to help in vacuum pumping between 

the electrodes space and avoid the electrical break down and residual ionization due to poor 

vacuum.  Utmost care has been taken to remove any sharp edges over the surfaces to avoid 

the electrical breakdown. The electrode geometry was integrated with the RRCAT-ECRIS 

and assembled in such a way that the beam axis and extraction geometry axis remain coaxial 

within  ± 0.1 mm. The insulation to the electrode geometry was tested using standard 

Megger. The EE and GE have the provision of axial movement of 20 mm for adjusting the 

gap between the electrodes for optimization of the ion beam current. However, this 

movement is possible only after dismantling of the GE. Photographs of all the three- 

electrodes are shown in Fig. 6.6. A photograph of the integrated three-electrode extraction 

geometry is shown in Fig. 6.7. 

 

Figure 6.6 : Photographs of all the three-electrodes. 
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Figure 6.7 : A photograph of integrated three-electrode extraction geometry. 

 

6.5 Three-Electrode Geometry for Phase-II : 30 mA proton current at 50 keV beam 

energy 

 For the Phase-II stage operation of the RRCAT-ECRIS for extraction of 30 mA 

proton beam current at 50 keV, a three-electrode geometry (Pierce type) has been designed 

and optimized for low emittance. The opening angle of the PE, acceleration voltage, ion 

temperature, and gap between the electrodes variations have been studied in detail. The 

opening angle of the PE was varied between 62° and 78°. The lowest possible acceptable 

r.m.s. emittance of 6.365 mm mrad (equivalent normalized r.m.s. emittance is 0.02 π mm 

mrad), and a divergence is 40 mrad was obtained at an opening angle of the PE 68.7°. 

Variation of the r.m.s. emittance with opening angle for Pierce geometry is shown in Fig. 6.8. 

The curve is fitted with a 2
nd

 order polynomial to guide the eyes. With the proper 

optimization of the opening angle of the PE, firstly, it has been observed that the ion beam 

envelope is able to pass through the extraction region without loss of current on electrode 

surface. Secondly, a flat meniscus shape was obtained near plasma emission boundary due to 
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Figure 6.8 : Variation of the  r.m.s. emittance with opening angle for Pierce geometry. 

proper optimization of opening angle of the PE. It was observed that flat meniscus is suitable 

to get collimated ion beam with minimum angular divergence and low emittance. It is also 

suitable to achieve higher beam currents extraction. A concave meniscus formed at the 

plasma boundary focuses the extracted ions strongly towards the axis of the beam, which 

subsequently leads to beam blow up due to the space charge effect. Similarly, a convex 

meniscus formed at the plasma boundary leads to many of the ions trajectories hitting the 

extraction electrodes. The optimized profile of the proton beam trajectory for Pierce 

geometry is shown in Fig. 6.9. It is showing the position of the PE (green in colour, aperture 

size 8 mm), the EE (blue in colour, aperture size 10 mm),  the GE (magenta in colour, 

aperture size 10 mm),  and the voltages applied on them. The vertical lines (cyan colour) 

parallel to the electrodes indicate the equipotential lines.  The proton beam trajectory is 

shown along the axis (red colour). The voltage applied to the PE is 50 kV and -4 kV to the 

EE. The Pierce geometry was further optimized by providing proper curvature radius to the 

electrodes. Since there is no high electric field jump, no breakdown condition exists. 
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Figure 6.9 : The optimized profile of the proton beam trajectory for Pierce geometry. 

 The maximum peak electric field on the electrode surface is 5 kV/mm. This made it 

suitable to operate at higher voltages under clean vacuum conditions. The profile of the 

surface electric fields in the electrodes for Pierce geometry is shown in Fig. 6.10.  The X-axis 

represents the length along the boundary going around the electrodes (in polygon units), and 

the numbers of the field maxima around them are shown on the Y-axis (in kV/cm). The green 

dotted line indicates the variations of the potentials and a red continuous line indicates the 

variations of electric field at the boundary of the electrodes. 

 

Figure 6.10 : The profile of the surface electric fields in  the electrodes for Pierce geometry.  
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 The profile of the r.m.s. emittance beam envelope for Pierce geometry is shown in 

Fig. 6.11. It shows that, the extracted ion beam emittance profile lies in the first and third 

quadrant, which indicates the nature of the ion beam to be diverging and it can be focussed 

further with the use of a proper Einzel lense.    

 

Figure 6.11 : The profile of the r.m.s. emittance beam envelope for Pierce geometry. 

a) Extraction voltage variation 

 In order to examine the effects on r.m.s. emittance, the EE voltage was changed from 

2 to 10 kV to accomplish the suitable ion trajectories beam envelope, which do not hit the 

EE. The EE is biased at negative potential to reduce the emission of secondary electrons from 

the GE and to maintain the sufficient field gradient in the extraction gap to form the desired 

plasma meniscus boundary. This also creates a trap for the low energy electrons generated in 

the extracted beam regions to keep them inside the ion beam for helping in space charge 

compensation and do not allow them to back stream towards the plasma chamber. Variation 

of the r.m.s. emittance with extraction voltage for Pierce geometry is shown in Fig. 6.12. The 

curve is fitted with 2
nd

 order polynomial to guide the eyes. Thus, one can see that the beam 

profile can be controlled with the variation of the extraction voltage. The care should be taken 

such that rise in peak electric field does not lead to the vacuum breakdown. It can be noted 
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from the figure that at 4 kV, the r.m.s. emittance is minimum, this is the optimum condition 

for the use of this electrode geometry. Beyond this, r.m.s. emittance increases with increasing 

extraction voltage. This may be attributed to the formation of convex meniscus at the surface 

of the plasma boundary due to increasing intensity of the electric field with the applied 

negative extraction voltage. 

 

Figure 6.12 : Variation of the r.m.s. emittance with extraction voltage for Pierce geometry. 

b) Ion temperature variation 

 Variation of the r.m.s. emittance with ion temperature, at different PE aperture for 

Pierce geometry is shown in Fig. 6.13. This graph shows that ion beam current increases with 

increasing the PE aperture, and r.m.s. emittance with ion temperature. The PE aperture was 

varied between 5 to 10 mm. It was observed that, in the case of under-dense plasma, the 

meniscus formed at the plasma boundary has concave shape leading to convergent beam that 

blows up down the beam line due to space charge, depending on the magnitude of the beam 

current. Similarly, in the case of over dense plasma, the plasma boundary has convex shape, 

leading to a divergent beam and many ions hit the extracting electrodes and get lost.  In the 

case of intermediate dense plasma, the meniscus formed at the plasma boundary is planar and 

is suitable for extraction at desired beam current and energy. In this case, the ions also pass 
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without hitting to the electrodes. The optimum r.m.s. emittance achieved is 6.365 mm mrad at 

proton beam current of 30 mA at 50 keV beam energy, with 8 mm extraction aperture of the 

PE at 0.5 eV ion temperature.  

 

Figure 6.13 : Variation of r.m.s. emittance with ion temperature, at different PE apertures 

for Pierce geometry.  

 The variation in r.m.s. emittance is due to integration of the nonlinear radial electric 

field components and space charge effects along the particle trajectories and leads to particle 

loss. The opening angle of the PE was optimized to have the low aberration and low 

emittance. In practical conditions, a low ripple magnetron power supply also helps to reduce 

the emittance, noise and fluctuations in the beam. Moreover, a good magnetic confinement of 

the plasma also ensures less fluctuations of the ion temperature leading to better emittance. 

Thus, ion temperature has major bearing on the extracted beam optics. 

c) Gap variation 

 At low energy and high current, the space charge problem becomes severe and there 

is always a possibility of beam blow up due to the space charge. This happens due to 

improper gap. Thus, the gap between the PE and the EE is crucial and needs to be optimized 
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to have the uniform equipotential lines in the space between them, a proper electric field 

gradient to overcome the space charge effects, to avoid the electric field breakdown (since 

sparks starts from fields peaks at negative relative potential), and to generate the proper 

meniscus at the plasma boundary. To overcome these problems, the EE is kept at sufficiently 

large distance to have the uniform equipotential lines in between the electrodes, and to have a 

suitable meniscus to generate a collimated ion beam. The space charge of the beam also gets 

compensated due to the interaction with residual electrons during the transport of the beam. 

The optimum gap of ~ 30 mm was obtained, where one gets low emittance and low 

divergence. The peak electric field on electrode surfaces was found to be 5 kV/mm. Variation 

of r.m.s. emittance with the gap between PE and the EE for Pierce geometry is shown in Fig. 

6.14. It shows that the r.m.s. emittance decreases with increasing in the gap between the 

electrodes. Thus, it is also important to optimize the gap between the electrodes to achieve 

the required emittance.  

 

Figure 6.14 : Variation of r.m.s. emittance with gap between the PE and EE for Pierce 

geometry. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Plasma Diagnostic with Langmuir Probe 

 This chapter deals with the design and fabrication of a Langmuir probe for the 

characterization of the plasma produced by argon / hydrogen / nitrogen gases. The Langmuir 

probe gives the current-voltage characteristic curve, i.e. the variation of the current signal 

generated by the probe and the probe bias voltage. The current-voltage curve was used for 

evaluating the plasma parameters. 

 

 To characterize the plasma parameters like electron density (ne), electron temperature 

(Te), floating potential (Vf), plasma potential (φp), and electron energy distribution the 

Langmuir probe was used [130,131,132,133]. The following assumptions were used, 

i. The effect of collisions on particles reaching to the probe is negligible, i.e. λm >> λd. 

ii. The probe is placed in a weak / No magnetic field i.e. Larmour radius >> probe wire 

radius, so ions / electrons reaching to the probe, the motion is unaffected by magnetic 

field.  

iii. Ions / electrons follow Maxwellian distribution function. 

iv. All ions / electrons entering to the sheath are captured by the probe. 

v. The motion of the charged particles from the plasma reaching to the probe surface is 

collisionless. 

 

7.1  Langmuir Probe : Working and Characteristics 

 Langmuir probe as a plasma diagnostic device has been widely used to characterize 

laboratory plasmas and is accepted worldwide for the measurement of plasma parameters like 

electron density, electron temperature, floating potential, plasma potential, and electron 

energy distribution.  Langmuir probe is a metallic wire inserted into the plasma and 
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connected to a biasing power supply. The current drawn by the probe at different bias 

voltages is recorded, and one gets the current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) characteristics curve. This 

curve is further analyzed (either on-line or off-line) to get the plasma parameters.  Langmuir 

probe technique is widely used because of its simple construction and easy interpretation of 

the data. The spatial resolution of the probe method is of the order of the magnitude of the 

Debye length, only issue is that probe perturbs the local surroundings momentarily. A typical 

current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve for a Langmuir probe is shown in Fig. 7.1. It clearly 

shows the ion saturation region, the transition region, the electron saturation region, and the 

electron energy distribution region. These regions are used for evaluating the plasma 

parameters.  

 

Figure 7.1 : A typical current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve for a Langmuir probe.  
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a) Parts of the Iprobe-Vprobe Curve 

 i) Ion saturation region : Biasing the probe increasingly with  negative voltage, a 

point is reached where no electron is able to reach to the probe, only positive ions are 

collected. This region is called the ion saturation region and is used to determine the ion 

density and ion temperature of the plasma.  

 ii) Electron transition region : Biasing the probe with  negative voltage, the region 

where the probe starts to attracts the electrons which are energetic enough to cross the 

potential barrier of the applied voltage is called the electron transition region. In this region, 

ions as well as some electrons are attracted towards the probe. The slope of the exponential 

transition region determines the electron temperature.  

 iii) Electron saturation region : Biasing the probe with positive voltage, the  

electrons (and negative ions, if any)  are attracted to the probe and electron saturation occurs. 

This region is called the electron saturation region and is used to determine the electron 

density of the plasma. The expression 
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I  is used to calculate the electron 

density, where I is the saturation current, e is the electron charge, k is the Boltzmann’s 

constant, Te is the electron temperature, Mi is the mass of the ion, ne is the electron density, 

and A is the area of the probe.  

 

b) Floating Potential 

 The potential, where no NET current flows through the probe and there is a balance 

between electron and ion current (sufficient electrons to equate the ion and electron flux), 

giving zero net current is called the floating potential. It is the point on the current-voltage 

curve where the current drawn by the probe is zero. A typical current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) 

curve for interpretation of the floating potential obtained from a Langmuir probe is shown in 

Fig. 7.2.  
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Figure 7.2 : A typical current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve for interpretation of the floating 

potential obtained from a Langmuir probe.  

 

c)  Plasma Potential 

  When a straight line drawn from electron saturation region, where it intersects with 

the slope of the exponential part of the current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve, the bias voltage 

corresponding to the intersection point gives the plasma potential. It is the potential acquired 

by an isolated plasma. A typical current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve for interpretation of the 

plasma potential from a Langmuir probe is shown in Fig. 7.3. 

d)  Electron Energy Distribution Function  

 The electron energy distribution function (EEDF) is proportional to the second 

derivative of the Iprobe-Vprobe curve. It gives a measure of the number density of the electrons 

as a function of the electron energy [134,135,136].  It is useful to understand the process of 

formation of the plasma i.e. electron impact ionization and electron excitation. A typical 

second derivative of the Iprobe-Vprobe curve is shown in Fig. 7.4. 
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Figure 7.3 : A typical current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve for interpretation of the plasma 

potential from a Langmuir probe.  

 

Figure 7.4 : A  typical second derivative of the current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve. 

 

7.2  Langmuir Probe Construction 

 Although the working principle of the Langmuir probe is bit complex, its construction 

is quite simple. The probe tip is made up of high temperature material like tungsten, 

molybdenum, platinum, or nickel, which can withstand high temperature. In our case, a 
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tungsten wire has been used (diameter : 0.3 mm, length : 5 mm) which satisfies the condition 

of rp / λd >>1, (where rp is the probe radius, and λd is the Debye length), such that the probe is 

operating in orbital motion limited regime. The tungsten wire is housed in a stainless steel 

tube of diameter 5 mm supported by an insulating sleeve, connecting to an N-type connector 

for biasing. Quartz seal was used to enclose the initial part of the stainless steel tube except 

the probe tip, to avoid direct bombardment of the electrons on the probe assembly, and to 

minimize the heat flux to the probe in order to avoid damage. The probe was vacuum sealed 

using a Wilson seal arrangement. It was placed in a magnetic field-free region to avoid any 

instability at the probe tip due to the magnetic field. The helium leak test of the probe was 

carried out before using and the leak rate was found to be less than 10
-9

 mbar l/s [137]. A 

photograph of indigenously developed Langmuir probe is shown in Fig. 7.5. 

  

Figure 7.5 : A photograph of indigenously developed Langmuir probe. 

7.3 Langmuir Probe Electrical Circuit 

 The resistive circuit for measuring the probe voltage (Vprobe) and the probe current 

(Iprobe) is shown in Fig. 7.6. In absence of plasma, the probe is as good as an open circuit, 

however in presence of the plasma, the probe resistance drops to around a few hundreds of 

kΩ. This fact was used to decide the values of the resistances used in the circuit. We connect 

a sensing resistance Rsense with the probe to measure Iprobe. The voltage drop across the Rsense 

was the measure of the Iprobe, i.e. Vsense= Rsense × Iprobe. The current flowing through RH2 is 

negligible as compared to Iprobe, Thus, the necessary condition is that Rprobe << (RH2 + RL2). 
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Figure 7.6 : The resistive circuit for measuring the probe voltage and the probe current.  

Also the Vprobe is required to be attenuated before its measurement. This requirement arises 

due to the fact that hardware for further processing accepts analog input only in the range of  

± 10 V DC, whereas the maximum probe voltage that we are applying was about 200 V DC. 

Thus, [RL2  / (RL2 + RH2)] = V2  / Vprobe  = 10 / 200. 

We choose, 

RH2 = RH1 = RH = 10 MΩ      (¼ W), 

RL2 = RL1 = RL = 0.5 MΩ      (¼ W). 

Hence, V2  / Vprobe  =1 / 21. 

We choose the large sensing resistance wattage values to avoid the damage of the probe.  

Rsense  = 2.7 kΩ      (5 W). 

Now,  

V2    =   [RL2 / (RL2 + RH2)] Vprobe   = Vprobe / 21 

V1    =    [RL1 / (RL1 + RH1)] Vsupply =  Vsupply / 21 
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The voltage developed across Rsense is given by, 

Vsense= Vprobe - Vsupply 

                        ⇒ 21(V2 -  V1 ) = 21 × ∆V 

Iprobe = Vsense / Rsense  = 21 × ∆V / Rsense. 

The buffer was basically required to isolate the data acquisition card from the resistive 

attenuator.  It also prevented the input impedance of the analog input of the card from loading 

the resistive network. The buffer stage basically consists of an instrumentation amplifier and 

a simple buffer implemented using op-amp IC’s LM741 / LF356. The gain [(1+ 2Rsense / RH1) 

(RH2 / RL1)] of the instrumentation amplifier can be adjusted so that the maximum Iprobe 

corresponds to 10 V DC output. The second buffer having unity gain was non programmable. 

A basic block diagram for measuring and processing the probe characteristics (Vprobe and 

Iprobe) is shown in Fig. 7.7. 

 

Figure 7.7 : A basic block diagram for measuring and processing the probe characteristics. 

 The voltage  -150 V to +50 V DC applied to the probe was controlled by ± 10 V DC 

as the input signal to data acquisition card and was varied in steps of 1 V DC. The outer end 

of the probe is at plasma ground. The probe output was given to a current to voltage 

converter, which in this case, was a simple resistive network and gave voltage proportional to 
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the probe current. These signals were given to data acquisition hardware (NI 6024E) through 

a buffer stage. This stage was used to isolate the data acquisition hardware from the front-end 

circuitry. The data acquisition hardware is interfaced to a personal computer. The acquired 

data was processed off-line to characterize the given plasma. An interactive graphics based 

software package for processing and analyzing Langmuir probe data was developed using 

LabVIEW. The program can be adapted to any platform using common laboratory 

instruments. A front panel graphical view of an acquired current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) is 

shown in Fig. 7.8. 

 

Figure 7.8 : A front panel graphical view of an acquired current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve.  

7.4 Interpretations of the Probe Characteristics 

 The recorded data was averaged (adjacent-averaging) to get a smooth current-voltage 

curve. The data was transferred to Microsoft Excel / Origin / LabVIEW to generate current-

voltage curve for calculation of plasma parameters. To calculate the electron density, Iprobe
2 

against Vprobe, in the electron saturation region (where current is basically electron current) 

was plotted. From the slope of the graph, electron density was calculated. To obtain the 

electron temperature, ln (Iprobe) and Vprobe, in the electron transition region (where the current 

due to electrons varies exponentially) was plotted and from the inverse slope of the linear 

portion of the curve, electron temperature was obtained.  
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 In our setup, the base pressure was ~ 10
-6

 mbar, operating pressure was ~ 10
-4

 mbar, 

gases used were argon / hydrogen / nitrogen, and microwave power used was 300 W to 750 

W. A current-voltage (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve obtained for an ECR plasma discharge for above 

conditions is shown in Fig. 7.9.  

 

Figure 7.9 : A current-voltage  (Iprobe-Vprobe) curve obtained for an ECR plasma discharge. 

 The procedure followed to derive the plasma parameters (in all type of discharge like 

DC, RF, ECR, Microwave etc.) was as follows. The electron current Ie is obtained by 

subtracting the ion saturation current Iis from the total probe current Iprobe for a given probe 

voltage Vprobe, where Vprobe is the probe potential with respect to the ground or plasma 

chamber. A typical ln (Ie) and Vprobe curve is shown in Fig. 7.10. It shows that it has two 

linear portions. It is an indication that ECR plasma (mirror) have two electron temperatures 

(Te1, Te2 : Te2 > Te1). To determine these more accurately, the following procedure has been 

used.  Let Ie be the current due to the electrons at a temperature Te, Ie1 be the current due to 

electrons at temperature Te1 and Ie2 be the current due to electrons at temperature Te2. One 

obtains, 
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2e1ee III += …………...…………………………………………………………………….(7.1) 

Moreover, Ie2 ~ I0 exp [e (Vprobe-φp) / Te2], where e is the electron charge, I0 is the 

current due to high electron temperature at Vprobe = φp. 

The above implies, 
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where C0 = I0 exp [eVprobe / Te2], Te2 can be obtained directly from the inverse slope of 

ln (Ie) and Vprobe curve, for Vprobe << φp (in the region where, Ie ~ Ie2). The value of C0 (which 

contains the two unknown φp and I0) can also be determined from the intercept of the above 

plot on the Vprobe = 0 axis. Knowing C0 and Te2, Ie2 is determined for all the probe voltages 

Vprobe, so that using Ie = Ie1 + Ie2, the low temperature current Ie1 can be computed for all the 

probe voltages also. A typical ln (Ie1) and Vprobe curve is shown in Fig. 7.11. This yields the 

electron temperature Te1 i.e. the temperature due to bulk of electrons. Knowing Te1, one can 

calculate electron density ne from the measured value of ion saturation current. Estimation of 

an order of magnitude of the electron density can be obtained by using the relationship [130, 

131,132,133,138,139,140], 
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Hence,  

i1e

is

e

M/TeA

I2
n = ..................…………..……………………………………………....…..(7.4)  

where A is the area of the probe, Mi is the mass of the  ion. This procedure is repeated 

to calculate the electron temperature Te1, electron temperature Te2, and electron density ne.   
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Figure 7.10 : A typical ln (Ie) and Vprobe curve. 

 

Figure 7.11 : A typical ln (Ie1) and Vprobe curve. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Experimental Characterization of the ECR Plasma Source 

 This chapter discusses the experimental procedure used to characterize the ECRIS.  

The source was operated for different operating conditions over a wide range of gas pressure, 

microwave power, and magnetic field. The source has a wide tuning range for operating the 

plasma parameters. The radial variation of the electron density has also been measured. The 

details of the characterization of the extracted ion beam using Thomson parabola, are given. 

This chapter also includes the measurement of the characteristic x-rays produced using argon 

/ hydrogen / nitrogen ion beams interaction with thick copper target. The bremsstrahlung 

continuum was also observed along with the characteristic copper K-α and K-β lines. As a 

demonstration of an application of the ECRIS, an attempt to deposit the titanium film on a 

glass substrate was made using ECR argon ion beam by sputtering the titanium bulk target.   

 A base pressure of ~ 10
-6

 mbar was attained in the plasma chamber for the several 

hours prior to the commencement of the experiment, using a turbo-molecular pump with a 

two stage rotary pump as a roughing pump. The pressure was measured using standard 

Penning and Pirani pressure gauges. The experimental gas (high purity argon / hydrogen / 

nitrogen gas) was then fed through a stainless steel tube (quarter inch size) which was 

isolated from the high voltage side with a 2 m long PVC tube. The gas flow was regulated 

with a fine precision needle valve.  The system was then maintained at a pressure ~ 10
-4

 mbar 

for the about 15 minutes. The microwave generator and the microwave system were kept at 

ground potential. The low conductivity water was circulated through the microwave 

components, the solenoid coils, the walls of the plasma chamber, EE, and GE using a 

standard water chiller. The microwave generator was brought into the standby mode and the 

gas pressure was set to the operating pressure. The currents in the solenoid coils were 
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adjusted to obtain the required magnetic field. The microwave power was then switched on 

for initiating the discharge. A stable plasma discharge was obtained with a small variation of 

the magnetic field and gas pressure.  A view of the plasma discharge through the quartz 

windows is shown in Fig. 8.1.  

 During the course of experiment, forward and reflected power was monitored using a 

directional coupler with calibrated analog power meters. The reflected power was minimized 

using three-stub tuner acting as an impedance matching device. A manual gate valve CF203 

(Model : NW150CFF, M/s Varian SPA, Italy)  was used for isolating the plasma chamber 

from turbo-molecular pump. The whole ECRIS setup was assembled on a mild steel stand 

with castors wheel. Operational safety, particularly with respect to the hydrogen gas used in 

our facility, and to the microwave power, was a major design consideration. Appropriate 

safety interlocks were used for safe operation of the system. Hydrogen leak sensor (Model : 

TIF 8850,  Make : M/s Amprobe Europe GmbH, Germany) was used for leak test of 

hydrogen gas. 

 

 

 

Figure 8.1 : A view of the plasma discharge through the quartz windows. 
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8.1  Plasma Characterization as a Function of Various Parameters 

 The ECR plasma was characterized as a function of gas pressure, microwave power 

etc. and variations in electron (plasma) density / temperature were also studied. For this 

purpose, the Langmuir probe was axially mounted and placed at the centre of the last coil, 

just touching the edge of the plasma surface, using a five port flange (as shown in Fig. 8.2). It 

has four quartz window ports through which plasma discharge could be observed. The 

experimental setup for the characterization of the RRCAT-ECRIS with Langmuir probe is 

shown in Fig. 8.2. The probe was biased using a bipolar power supply of ± 200 V DC, 600 

mA. The data acquired by the probe as current-voltage form was recorded which was further 

processed off-line for evaluating the plasma parameters. The electron density of 3 to 6.5 × 

10
11

 cm
-3

 and electron temperature of 5 to 20 eV was obtained. These values are close to 

those reported in refs. [141,142,143,144].  The error associated with the Langmuir probe 

measurement is ± 15 %. The behaviour of the plasma with gas pressure, with microwave 

power, and with radial variations is described as below.  

 

 

Figure 8.2 : The experimental setup for the characterization of the RRCAT-ECRIS with 

Langmuir probe. 
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a) Variation with Gas Pressure  

 The pressure variations were studied in the range of ~ 10
-5

 mbar to 5 × 10
-4

 mbar of 

nitrogen gas, at a microwave power of 300 W. Variation of the electron density with gas 

pressure is shown in Fig. 8.3. It is observed that the electron density is low (~ 4 × 10
11

 cm
-3

) 

at lower pressure (≤ 10
-5

 mbar), due to less number of particles available for ionization and at 

~ 10
-4

 mbar it reaches the maximum value of 4.8 × 10
11

 cm
-3

 . The increase in density is due 

to the increase in the collisional ionization rate with increasing gas pressure. Then, there is a  

decrease in electron density with increase of gas pressure ≥ 10
-4

 mbar, which is perhaps due 

to the change in microwave mode structure at the Langmuir probe location resulting in 

shifting of ECR region.  

 

Figure 8.3 : Variation of the electron density with gas pressure. 

The variation of the electron temperature with nitrogen gas pressure is shown in Fig. 

8.4. It is observed that, the electron temperature decreases from 17 eV to 9 eV with increase 

in gas pressure from ≤ 10
-5

 mbar to 5 × 10
-4

 mbar. It is a general tendency that electron 

temperature decreases with increase of neutral gas pressure (i.e. the gas atom density 

increases), due to the increase in number of collisions with electron and neutral particle 
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density, as the input microwave energy (which is fixed) is now shared by a larger number of 

atoms. The loss of plasma is maintained by tuning the magnetic field. Electron temperature is 

expected to be inversely proportional to the square root of the gas pressure. The observed 

scaling factor of - 0.43 is in good agreement with the expected scaling of - 0.5.  

 

 

Figure 8.4 : Variation of the electron temperature with gas pressure. 

b)  Variation with Microwave Power  

 The variation in plasma parameters with the microwave power was studied in the 

range of 300 W to 750 W at argon gas pressure of ~ 10
-4

 mbar at ECR resonant condition. 

The variation of the electron density with the microwave power is shown in Fig. 8.5. The 

electron density was found to increase (3 × 10
11

 cm
-3

 at 300 W to 6.5 × 10
11

 cm
-3

 at 750 W) 

almost linearly with increase in microwave power absorbed, and reaches beyond the cut-off 

electron density of 7.5 × 10
10

 cm
-3

 (at 2.45 GHz frequency).  
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Figure 8.5 : Variation of electron density with microwave power. 

 The variation of the electron temperature with microwave power is shown in Fig. 8.6.  

The electron temperature was found to decrease (12.5 eV at 300 W to 6.5 eV at 750 W) 

increase in the microwave power absorbed. The decrease of electron temperature results in a 

smaller value of Bohm diffusion coefficient (DB = kTe / 16 B, where B is the magnetic field), 

resulting in loss of electrons. This variation shows that that electron density and the electron 

temperature can be controlled by varying the microwave power.    

 

Figure 8.6 : Variation of electron temperature with microwave power. 
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 The observed behaviour of electron density and electron temperature can be further 

explained phenomenologically as follows. For a given absorbed microwave power, the 

energy will be shared by the electrons everywhere in a given plasma volume. As the power is 

increased, the product of the electron density and the electron temperature should increase 

linearly with power, as it represents the total energy of the plasma electrons. The variation of 

the product of electron density and electron temperature with the coupled microwave power 

is shown in Fig. 8.7. This figure shows that the product of electron density and electron 

temperature is linearly dependent on microwave power. As the microwave power increased, 

the excursion length of the electrons oscillating in the microwave field increases, thereby 

increasing the probability of collisions with the plasma ions / neutrals, leading to faster 

ionization (i.e. higher electron density).  As the increase of electron density with microwave 

power is linear (as seen in Fig. 8.5), energy is shared by a larger number of electrons than the 

increase in input power (energy), the temperature decreases, (as seen in Fig. 8.6).  

 

 

Figure 8.7 : Variation of product of electron density and electron temperature with the 

coupled microwave power. 
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c)   Radial Variation 

 The radial variations were studied at ~ 10
-4

 mbar of nitrogen gas pressure and at 

microwave power 300 W. For the radial variation study, the Langmuir probe was inserted at 

fixed positions (+ 40 mm, 0, - 40 mm) of the five port flange, as shown in Fig. 8.2. Variation 

of the electron density with radius is shown in Fig. 8.8. It is observed that, electron density 

gradually decreases from the centre of the plasma chamber at r = 0 mm (~ 3.5 × 10
11

 cm 
-3

) to 

the wall of the plasma chamber at r = - 40 mm and + 40 mm (~ 2.7 × 10
11

 cm 
-3

). The radial 

decrease in electron density is expected as the plasma is expected to leak to the wall or 

recombine as it approaches the wall of the plasma chamber. This may be also due to non-

uniform variations of the microwave power absorption as well magnetic fields distributions.  

 

Figure 8.8 : Variation of the electron density with radius. 

 The radial variation of the electron temperature is shown in Fig. 8.9. It is observed 

that, the electron temperature decreases from the wall of the plasma chamber to the centre of 

the plasma chamber and on average it is 7 eV. This is expected since the microwave power is 

utilized for the ionization of the neutral gas, since the electron density is maximum at the 
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axis, thereby lowering the temperature. As one goes outwards, since the energy is shared by a 

lesser number of particles or ionization, the electron temperature increases. 

 

Figure 8.9 : Radial variation of the electron temperature. 

 

8.2  Ion Beam Current Measurement 

  The three-electrode extraction geometry was integrated with the RRCAT-ECRIS for 

the extraction of the proton beam [72]. The hydrogen plasma was excited with magnetron 

power (600 W), hydrogen gas pressure (10
-4

 mbar), and magnetic field (875 G) with slight 

tuning of these parameters for the extraction of the proton beam. High purity hydrogen gas 

was continuously fed in the plasma chamber. The reflected power was minimized with the 

tuning of the three-stub tuner (impedance tuner) and by adjusting the operating parameters. 

The three-electrode extraction geometry was biased with high voltage DC power supply, PE 

was connected with 65 kV DC, 40 mA (M/s FUG, Germany), EE was connected with 

negative 10 kV DC, 60 mA (M/s Spellman, USA), and the last electrode ground electrode 

was at ground potential. The source was brought in stable operating condition to carry out the 

extraction of proton beam experimental study. The PE was biased positively up to 24 kV DC 

(Phase-I) by slowly increasing the voltage and applying the proper negative DC voltage to the 
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EE. The extracted ion beam was stopped on a Faraday cup, biased to 300 V DC to stop the 

secondary electron emission. The front plate was also negatively biased to stop the electrons 

from reaching the Faraday cup used for measuring the hydrogen ion beam current. The 

maximum of 8 mA hydrogen ion beam current was measured with current stability of ± 1 % 

up to 24 keV beam energy. A schematic diagram of the electrical biasing circuit of the three-

electrode extraction geometry with Faraday cup is shown in Fig. 8.10. 

 

Figure 8.10 : A schematic diagram of the electrical biasing circuit of the three-electrode 

extraction geometry with Faraday cup. 

 Variation of the measured hydrogen ion beam current with extraction voltage is 

shown in Fig. 8.11.  The ion beam current increases with increase of applied voltage to the 

PE which is expected theoretically. The data points are shown as dots and the continuous 

curve shows the prediction from the Child-Langmuir's law (I ∝ V
3/2

). One can see that the 

experimental values are closely following the ones expected theoretically. The experimental 

parameters used for the extraction of ion beam from the three-electrode extraction geometry 

for Phase-I are given in Table 8.1. It is observed that the ion beam current, measured with 

Faraday cup, has a scaling of 1.6 with the ion beam extraction voltage. With this scaling, it 
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can be extrapolated to reach 30 mA proton beam current for 50 kV DC extraction voltage. 

The proton beam intensity can be enhanced with proper coupling of the microwave power 

and optimizing the operating conditions [72].  

 

Figure 8.11 : Variation of the measured hydrogen ion beam current with extraction voltage. 

Electrode Geometry Parameters IGUN Simulation Parameters  Present Status 

Beam energy 25 keV 24 keV 

Beam current 10 mA 8 mA 

PE voltage 25 kV DC 24 kV DC 

EE voltage -700 V DC -200 V to -2 kV DC 

PE aperture 5 mm 5 mm 

EE aperture 10 mm 10 mm 

GE aperture 8 mm 8 mm 

Gap between PE and EE 7 mm 7 mm 

Gap between EE and GE 3 mm 3 mm 

Table 8.1 : The experimental parameters used for the extraction of ion beam from three-

electrode extraction geometry for Phase-I. 
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8.3  Ion Beam Characterization using Thomson Parabola Ion Spectrograph (TPIS) 

 The ion flux measurement was carried out using two widely used techniques, namely, 

the field-free ion collector (Faraday cup) which provides a signal proportional to the ion flux 

incident on it, and a Thomson parabola ion spectrograph (TPIS). The advantage of using a 

TPIS lies in complete characterization of the ion beam in terms of its flux and charge state. 

This feature also facilitates the use of TPIS while dealing with gas mixtures or high-Z 

vapours where different ion species with multiple charged states can be present in the plasma. 

The basic working principle of a TPIS lies in applying parallel electric and magnetic fields to 

the charged particle trajectories [145,146]. A schematic diagram of a Thomson parabola ion 

spectrograph is shown in Fig. 8.12.  

 

 

 

Figure 8.12 : A schematic diagram of a Thomson parabola ion spectrograph. 
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 It is well known that when a charged particles of mass m, energy {E = (1/2) m V 
2
} 

and charged state q passes through a parallel electric and magnetic field, the deflection due to 

electric and magnetic field can be written as, 
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where  x and y are the particle deflections due to the electric (E) and the magnetic (B) field 

respectively,  V is the velocity of  the particle, L is the charged particle drift length in free 

space (100 mm), and l is the length of the field region along the direction (Z) of particle 

propagation (80 mm). The resultant trajectory of the charged particles can therefore be 

obtained by combining these two equations, which gives the equation of a parabola in the 

following form, 
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As is evident from the above equation, the charged particles will disperse according to 

their charge to mass (q/m) ratio, following a parabolic trajectory. A two dimensional position 

sensitive detector (P-42 phosphor screen : Gd2O2S:Tb, Gadolinium Oxy-Sulphide) placed 

perpendicular to the direction (Z) of charge particle propagation (i.e. in the XY plane) will 

therefore record the parabolic tracks corresponding to different charge to mass (q/m) ratios. 

The energy distribution of a particular charged species can be found by scanning the intensity 

along the individual tracks.  

 The resolving power (∆E/E) of the TPIS can be approximated by calculating the 

energy range covered by the beam spot on the detector surface divided by its central energy. 

This can be expressed as,  
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where ∆s is the ion beam spot size on the detector which, in our case is the pin-hole size used 

in front of the spectrograph. Please note that contrary to the conventional source size 

estimation methods where isotropic emission is assumed, here the beam is collimated. The 

phosphor screen was imaged onto an 8-bit CCD camera to record the particle tracks. The ions 

entered the electric and magnetic field region through a 0.5 mm diameter, 2.5 mm thick lead 

collimator. A magnetic field of 400 G and an electric field of 200 V/cm were applied to 

deflect the ions from their original trajectory. The interaction of energetic electrons with 

molecular hydrogen can lead to the generation of neutral H, H
+
, H2

+
 and H3

+
 following the 

processes of  i) direct ionization : e
-
 + H2→ H2

+
 + 2e

-
,   ii) dissociative attachment : H2

+
 + H2 

→ H3
+
 + H,  iii) dissociative recombination : e

-
 + H2

+→ 2H,   iv) dissociative ionization : e
-
 + 

H2
+→ 2H

+ 
 + 2e

-
, and v) dissociative excitation : e

-
 + H2

+→  H
+ 

 +  H + e
-
. Apart from this, 

the proton beam can also be obtained by direct electron - neutral hydrogen atom collision 

with threshold energy of 13.6 eV. The present setup enables us to visualize all the reaction 

products on-line except dissociate recombination where the product is neutral H, along with 

their variation with external parameters such as, gas pressure, magnetic field and microwave 

power. 

 Proton beam trajectory recorded by the Thomson parabola ion spectrograph at 

different extraction voltages is shown in Fig. 8.13. The solid (yellow) lines signify the 

calculated trajectories for the H
+
, H2

+
,
 
and H3

+
 species. The proton track is constituted by 

discrete points formed by the proton beam obtained for different extraction voltages. The 

pixel intensities along the parabola represent the relative population of proton flux extracted 

at different extraction voltages and acquired for fixed time interval. The energy scale is 
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displayed as an aid for visualization. The picture shows that within our detection limit, no 

other charged species were present in the plasma. An in-house developed algorithm was used 

to reconstruct theoretically the parabolic trajectory for protons (yellow line) and read the data 

along the line profile. Since the image in Fig. 8.13 showing the ion spectrum is a composite 

image obtained for different extraction voltages, the collection time for each recorded image 

was normalized while estimating the energy distribution from TPIS [72].  

 To understand the quality of the ion beam, we have also estimated the particle 

distribution for individual extraction voltages. Fig. 8.14 shows the variation of the estimated 

dispersed particle distribution in the ion beam with increasing extraction voltages. The insets 

show the dispersed particle distribution at 9 kV (inset (a)) and accumulation of dispersed 

particle distribution at 25 kV (inset (b)) extraction voltages. The signature of accumulation of 

dispersed particle distribution with increasing extraction voltage is evident from the insets. 

For low extraction voltages, the dispersed particle distribution is found to be more (6-9 %). 

 

Figure 8.13 : Proton beam trajectory recorded by the Thomson parabola ion spectrograph at 

different extraction voltages. The solid (yellow) lines signify the theoretically calculated 

trajectories for the H
+
, H2

+ 
and H3

+
 species. The ion energy scale is shown as a visual aid 

only. 
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Figure 8.14 : Variation of the estimated dispersed particle distribution in the ion beam with 

increasing extraction voltages. The solid black curve is for visual aid only. The solid red 

curve shows the estimated uncertainty in dispersed particle distribution measurement with 

TPIS. The insets show the dispersed particle distribution at 9 kV (inset (a)) and accumulation 

of dispersed particle distribution at 25 kV (inset (b)) extraction voltages. 

This can be attributed to the formation of plasma meniscus at the PE, as the system is 

optimized for 25 kV DC extraction voltage. With an increase in the extraction voltage, the 

dispersed particle distribution goes down but again starts increasing beyond 14 kV DC 

extraction voltage. To understand this behaviour, we have estimated the error in the TPIS 

measurement governed by the finite source size (500 µm diameter aperture). The uncertainty 

in TPIS measurement is known to have a non-linear dependence with ion beam extraction 

voltage. Also the distance of the plasma volume to the aperture is larger than the distance of 

the detector plane to the aperture. The variation of the estimated dispersed particle 

distribution in the ion beam with increasing extraction voltages is shown in Fig. 8.14 (red 

solid line). Therefore the dispersed particle distribution of the RRCAT-ECRIS, in this case, 

beyond 14 kV is primarily limited by the energy resolution of TPIS. 

 Comparison of the proton beam current as measured by the Faraday cup and by the 

Thomson parabola ion spectrograph is shown in Fig. 8.15. In this figure, the solid curve 
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shows the space charge limited behaviour expected as per the Child-Langmuir’s law. The 

TPIS measurement clearly demonstrates the presence of pure protons in the beam, as the H2
+
 

and H3
+
 population lies below the detection limit of TPIS. The measured ion beam current 

follows the Child-Langmuir's law (I ∝ V
3/2

) showing that the extracted current was limited by 

the space charge generated between the PE and EE.  The main purpose of using TPIS in this 

study was to identify the impurities present in the plasma. It is well known that apart from the 

primary gas to be used for plasma generation, unwanted elements such has water molecules, 

hydrogen molecules are always present in the system in very small quantities. A TPIS is very 

much capable of revealing these impurity ions. In our system, we have ensured that it can 

reach a vacuum level of 10
-9

 mbar to prevent significant losses due to charge exchange or 

even neutralization in interaction with background gases. Moreover, baking was used to 

remove the unwanted elements.  It may be noted that hydrogen is the most difficult element 

to remove in these cases. However, in the present case, as we are generating hydrogen plasma 

itself, the above problem is absent. Our measurements clearly reveal that to the best of the 

detection limit, no traces of any other species from the plasma could be recorded, showing 

that our ion beam consists of mostly protons [72].  

 Argon ion beam trajectory recorded by Thomson parabola ion spectrograph for a) 

short, and b) long exposure time is shown in Fig. 8.16. In this case, the source was operated 

in the mirror magnetic field configuration. We have observed the Ar
+8

 and Ar
+3

 traces 

depending on exposure time. The Ar
+8

 traces (closed shell Ne-like stable ion) were recorded 

for short exposure time, which is why it is preferentially produced. The Ar
+3

 and Ar
+8

 both 

traces together were seen with the long exposure time. This may be attributed to long 

confinement time and suitable plasma density with the mirror magnetic field configuration.  

This validates the RRCAT-ECRIS source design and may be operated in mirror magnetic 

field configurations also to achieve the high charge states.  
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Figure 8.15 : Comparison of the proton beam current as measured by the Faraday cup and 

by the Thomson parabola ion spectrograph.  

 

a) 

 

b) 

Figure 8.16 : Argon ion beam trajectory recorded by the Thomson parabola ion 

spectrograph for a) short, and b) long exposure time. 
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8.4  X-ray Measurements with Silicon P-I-N Detector 

   There is an active research interest in generation of keV x-ray line emitter sources 

yielding high photon flux with high peak to background ratio for various scientific and 

technological applications like material structural science [147], medical applications 

(radiology, mammography, radiobiological, phase contrast imaging applications) 

[26,148,149], calibration of thermo-luminescent dosimeter [150], trace elemental analysis 

[151], and non-destructive testing applications [152]. The conventional source like Coolidge 

tube or rotating anode x-ray generator [153] which uses filament and high voltage power 

supply are bulky, having a disadvantages like reduction of intensity of x-ray signal with time 

operation, limited photon flux, high divergence. Although synchrotron radiation x-rays [154] 

sources are efficient and intensity of x-ray radiation is also several order magnitude higher 

than conventional sources. However, such sources are capital intensive large central facility 

and not accessible for routine applications such as elemental analysis or detector calibration 

etc. The other alternative is the laser produced plasma based x-ray sources. It requires 

moderate infrastructure and give high peak brightness but has low repetition rate limited by 

the driving laser system. On the other hand, ECR source generates x-rays that are becoming 

popular [48, 49, 50, 51, 52]. This is because of its being simple to use, compact, filament less, 

and easy to control of photon flux. Moreover, there is no reduction of intensity of the x-ray 

signal with time, it is highly monochromatic, has longer lifetime, and can be operated in 

pulsed as well as continuous wave mode  

  The process of generating x-rays is by the collision of ion beam produced by ECR 

plasma source with a solid target. This is referred to as particle induced x-ray emission 

(PIXE) [151] where the x-rays are generated when a high current ion beam impinges on a 

target material (copper, molybdenum, tungsten etc.) and loses its energy to generate 

continuum bremsstrahlung, and characteristics line radiation. The x-ray continuum emission 
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extends up to the energy of the ion beam. The energetic ions bombarding the target knock out 

electrons from inner shells of the atoms thus resulting in an inner shell vacancy. The radiative 

de-excitation of electrons from outer shells results in characteristic x-ray line radiation. The 

x-ray photon energy of line radiation easily can be tuned by changing the target material. The 

photon flux of the x-ray line radiation depends on the energy of the ion beam. A tightly 

focussed ion beam can generate point x-ray source of nanometre to microns size and qualifies 

it for applications such as phase contrast imaging. Further, it is nearly monochromatic and 

has very high peak to background intensity ratio for the x-ray radiation which is desirable for 

its use in imaging applications. 

 The extracted ion beam was made incident on the copper disc placed at 150 mm away 

from the ground electrode. The x-ray spectrum was recorded at different ion accelerating 

voltage using an energy dispersive silicon detector (Amptek : XR-100CR) (working in a 

single photon counting mode) coupled to multi channel analyzer (MCA 8000A from M/s 

Amptek, USA) through a Kapton window (50 µm thick). The detector is sensitive to x-rays 

with energy from 1.5 keV to ~ 20 keV with efficiency greater than 50% of its peak sensitivity 

[155]. The energy calibration was performed using an x-ray generator (Amptek cool-X) 

providing Cu K-α and Ta L-α. The spectral resolution of the detector was determined to be ~ 

162 eV at 8 keV, from the full width half maximum of K-α line radiation. The detector 

distance from the source was optimized to achieve single photon counting and to avoid any 

pile-up effect on the measured spectrum. Each spectrum was acquired for 5 minutes to 

accumulate adequate statistics (typically 2000-5000 counts per spectrum) without significant 

pile-up effect. The experimental setup for x-ray detection from RRCAT-ECRIS is shown in 

Fig. 8.17. 
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Figure 8.17 : The experimental setup for x-ray detection from RRCAT-ECRIS. 

  

 The aim of this experiment was to study the scaling of the x-ray conversion efficiency 

with ion beam energy. Figures 8.18, 8.19, and 8.20 show the x-ray emission spectra of copper 

induced argon, hydrogen, and nitrogen ions at 25 kV extraction voltage respectively. It is 

observed that the x-ray spectrum consists of characteristic line radiation i.e. copper K-α at 

8.05 keV and K-β line radiation at 8.9 keV, riding on a very low continuum (bremsstrahlung) 

background. This results in a very high peak to background ratio of the monochromatic line, 

which is a highly desirable feature of a source for imaging applications. The intensity ratio of 

the K-β to K-α lines was measured to be 0.16 ± 0.01, which is in good agreement with the 

theoretically expected ratio of 0.17 [156]. The spectral width (FWHM) of the K-α line 

radiation was ~ 180 eV, close to the resolution of ~ 145 eV offered by the detector system.  
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Figure 8.18 : X-ray emission spectra of copper induced by argon ions at 25 kV extraction 

voltage.  

 

Figure 8.19 : X-ray emission spectra of copper induced by hydrogen ions at 25 kV extraction 

voltage. 
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Figure 8.20 : X-ray emission spectra of copper induced by nitrogen ions at 25 kV extraction 

voltage.  

 The above observation can be interpreted through the generation of the K-shell x-ray 

line radiation by creation of K-shell vacancy by the collision of low energy ions (projectile) 

with the target atoms. For a projectile of atomic number (Z1) much smaller than the target 

atomic number (Z2), the vacancy in K-shell is created by direct Coulomb excitation. On the 

other hand, for Z1 ≈ Z2, the process is described by the molecular orbital interaction.  For the 

Z1 ≤ Z2 case, that cross section for K-shell vacancy creation by low energy ions (few tens of 

keV) strongly depends on the energy of the projectile, having an exponent nearly equal to 4 

[157]. 

8.5  Application of the ECR Source for Titanium Film Deposition 

 An ECR source (with and without Magnetron (rf), with and without DC sputtering) is 

widely preferred over conventional ion sources for high quality conductive metallic (titanium, 

nickel, copper, niobium, tantalum, and tungsten) coatings, insulating coatings, dielectric thin 

film deposition, reactive ion (sputter) etching, molecular beam epitaxy, ion implantation, 

synthesis of hydrogen-free microcrystalline diamond-like carbon films [158,159,160,161], 
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and to reduce the metal oxides by hydrogen plasma [162,163]. The role of the ECR plasma in 

plasma processing has been widely accepted due to several advantages offered like : a) 

independent control of ion flux and energy, which helps to increase or decrease the rate of 

plasma processing, b) can be operated over a longer time period without much maintenance, 

and c) suitable for operation under corrosive environment being filament-less. The other 

features which make an ECR method superior to use for thin film deposition as compared to 

other techniques of deposition (like RF magnetron sputtering) are : high plasma density (~ 

10
10

-10
11

 cm
-3

), low ion temperature (0.1-10 eV), low pressure operation (10
-5

-10
-3

 mbar), 

efficient gas utilization, and uniform plasma with a high degree of ionization and 

decomposition of working gases.  

 ECR based low pressure chemical vapour deposition, plasma enhanced chemical 

vapour deposition, ion beam sputtering etc. have numerous applications in scientific research 

as well as technological development. The films deposited by these techniques (either single 

or multi-layers with silicon nitride, silicon dioxide, titanium nitride, boron nitride, aluminium 

nitride, metal multi-layers  etc.) have great support to industry. These films are widely used 

as  passivation layers for very large scale integrated circuits (microelectronics), magnetic 

multi-layers (offers giant magneto resistance or perpendicular magnetic anisotropy) for 

applications in memory devices, for multi-layer resist lithography, for inter-level dielectrics 

in multi-level metallization structures, decorative gold coatings and wear / protective coatings 

for tooling industry, bioengineering, and space technology. The titanium and titanium nitride 

coatings have become popular (due to their low secondary emission, excellent chemical and 

thermal stability) among scientific community. They are used to enhance the performance of 

RF microwave couplers / windows, and RF superconducting cavities to avoid the multi-

pacting effects (i.e. reduces the electrical breakdown and excessive heating). They are also 

widely used in particle accelerators, e.g. RFQ accelerator at Los Alamos, coupler windows at 
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Fermilab, Tesla couplers at Desy, RF and microwave components of Indus-1 (450 MeV, 100 

mA) and Indus-2 (2.5 GeV, 300 mA) synchrotron radiation sources at RRCAT.   

 A schematic diagram of the experimental setup of ECR based ion beam sputtering 

system with the arrangement for the target (Ti plate) and the substrate (float glass) holder is 

shown in Fig. 8.21.  

 

Figure 8.21 : A schematic diagram of the experimental setup of ECR based ion beam 

sputtering system with the arrangement for the target and the substrate holder.  

 The sputtering target (titanium, 50 mm × 50 mm × 10 mm thick) was placed 300 mm 

away from the ground electrode at 45° w.r.to the beam. It was mounted on a vacuum sealed 

stainless steel tube of 5 mm in diameter, with a Wilson seal arrangement for axial movement. 

The substrate (float glass, 75 mm × 25 mm, surface roughness ~ 6 Å) was placed parallel to 

the beam in the processing chamber. The extracted argon ion beam (25 keV, 1 mA) from 

ECR plasma source strikes the sputtering target surface and the ejected metal flux (sputtered 

off) get deposited on the substrate. The deposited films were characterized by x-ray 

reflectivity (XRR) (specular) measurements [164], using a Bruker-D-8 diffractometer with a 

Cu K-α x-ray source. The x-ray reflectivity pattern (round hollow dots) of the titanium 

conductive metal film along with fitting (red line) is shown in Fig. 8.22. 
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Figure 8.22 : The  x-ray reflectivity pattern (round hollow dots) of the titanium conductive 

metal film along with fitting (red line). 

The oscillations corresponding to the total thickness of the film can be clearly seen in 

the reflectivity pattern. Parratt recursive formalism [165] was used to model the reflectivity 

parameters and for the analysis of the XRR measurement data. The roughness was also taken 

into account using Nevot-Croce model [166].  The total thickness of the titanium film was 

found to be 880 Å, with a surface roughness of 14 Å and density 4.47 gm/cm
3
 (98 % of bulk), 

close to standard bulk density 4.54 gm/cm
3
. A thin oxide layer of thickness 28 Å with surface 

roughness 5.9 Å and density 3.31 gm/cm
3
 was used so that the theoretical profile matches the 

measurement. The additional layer accounts for the oxidation occurring at the surface of the 

film during exposure to the atmosphere. 

 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) [167] was done to measure the surface roughness of 

the titanium thin film deposited.  Surface topographies of the two different regions of the 

samples were imaged using a multimode scanning probe microscope (NT-MDT, SOLVER-

PRO, Russia). AFM measurements were carried out in a non-contact mode using silicon 

cantilever tips having radius of curvature ~ 20 nm and a spring constant 5.5 N/m with a 
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resonant frequency of 190 kHz, under ambient conditions. The top surface was electrically 

grounded during the measurements.  The surface topographic features were estimated using 

the imaging software SOLVER-PRO. Analysis was carried out at various places on the 

surface of the sample. The atomic force microscopy images of the titanium film are shown in 

Fig. 8.23. First two images (a, and b) correspond to 5 µm × 5 µm scan area. The presence of 

small particle of size ~ 0.1 µm is seen. The roughness of this scan area is ~ 9 Å. The other 

two images (c and d) correspond to 10 µm × 10 µm scan area in another region, far away 

from the previous region. This shows few large sizes (~ 1 µm) and few medium sizes (~ 0.4 

µm) particles. These particles must have formed due to some fluctuation during the 

deposition process.  Roughness of this scan area is 30 Å. In both the regions, the films are 

without pores.  

 

 

(a) 5 µm × 5 µm × 2 D, roughness : 9 Å (b) 5 µm × 5 µm  × 3 D, roughness : 9 Å 

 

  

(c)10 µm × 10 µm × 2 D, roughness : 30 Å   (d)10 µm × 10 µm × 3 D, roughness : 30 Å   

Figure 8.23 :  The atomic force microscopy images of the titanium film. 
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 In summary, titanium films were successfully deposited on float glass substrate using 

RRCAT-ECRIS based argon ion beam sputtering. The x-ray reflectivity studies have shown 

880 Å thick titanium film deposition on a float glass substrate with 14 Å roughness. The 

roughness measured with atomic force microscopy was 9 Å. The deposited thin film shows 

uniformly dense, mirror-like finish, non-porous structure (i.e. insensitive to moisture) and 

strong adherence to float glass substrate. The deposited film was clean, since pre-

bombardment of the target at low energy itself cleans the target surface, and reduces the 

effect of impurities like oxygen, hydrogen, water etc.  

8.6  Ion Beam Characterization with Mass Analyzing Magnet 

 The mass analyzing magnet [168,169,170,171,172,173] is an important part of the 

accelerator system and is widely used to analyze the mass and energy of the charged 

particles. It also provides proper focussing to the charged particles beams. The working 

principle is quite simple. An ion of mass (Mi) and charge (q = Z e) moving in vacuum with a 

velocity (v), in a direction perpendicular to a magnetic field (B), undergoes circular path with 

radius (R) which is given by, R = Mi v / qB. Thus, all the ions with the same charge and 

momentum entering the magnetic field from a common point will move in the same path with 

a radius (R). If all the ions of charge (q) enter the magnetic field with an identical kinetic 

energy (qV, where V is the accelerating voltage), then the radius will depend on mass, as,  

2

i
vM

2

1
qV = , One gets, 

V2

RB

q

M
22

i = .................................................................................(8.5) 

This shows that the radius of curvature for the ions depends only on the ratio of the 

ions mass to charge, as long as their kinetic energy is the same. Thus a magnetic field can be 

used to separate a mono-energetic ion beam into its various mass components. The RRCAT-

ECRIS integrated with the mass analyzing magnet is shown in Fig. 8.24. 
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Figure 8.24 : The RRCAT-ECRIS integrated with the mass analyzing magnet. 

 The extracted ion beam from ECR plasma source is composed of hydrogen species 

like H
+
, H2

+
, and H3

+
. It is very important to know the intensity fraction of the molecular 

hydrogen ion species presented with the proton beam. We have designed and developed a 90° 

mass analyzer of suitable magnetic field for this purpose.  The intensity fractions H
+
, H2

+
, and 

H3
+
 with respect to the analyzing solenoid magnet current could be also studied with respect 

to the input microwave power and the gas pressure. The microwave power and the gas 

pressure are the two main parameters, which control the ionization in the plasma. It has been 

observed that if the microwave power is quite high and the gas pressure is quite low, then the 

density of molecular hydrogen ions in the plasma is quite low. The salient features of the 

magnet are : compact size, low weight, mass resolution (1 %), field homogeneity (0.01 %), 

large acceptance, air-cooled, easily machinable, and easy alignment because of compact size, 

i.e., 250 mm × 250 mm × 250 mm.  

 

1) Magnetic field design : The design parameters of a mass analyzing magnet are 

usually simulated using 2D-Poisson [117] and 3D-Opera codes [118]. We have used the 2D-

Poisson code for the design of our mass analyzing magnet. We have chosen sector pole with 

rectangular yoke (C-shaped) type magnet. The C-shaped magnet [174] was chosen because of 
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the simplicity in design, easy access and fabrication of the vacuum chamber, low machining 

and fabrication cost, as compared to a sector magnet or circular poles with sector yoke. The 

design parameters of the mass analyzing magnet are given in Table 8.2.  

Magnet Type Parameters 

Bending angle 90° 

Good field region ± 30 mm 

Bending radius (central orbit) 120 mm 

Design field 3000 G 

Homogeneity 0.1 % 

Pole gap height / width 26 mm / 112 mm 

Table 8.2 : The design parameters of the mass analyzing magnet. 

 To get the desired field configuration, a number of iteration has been done in the 

simulations. Here we compare the analysis of the two models : Model-1 and Model-2. In 

Model-1, we achieved the good field region as ± 30 mm and the central field at ~ 10 mm off 

from the centre of the pole toward the back yoke, and changing with the magnet excitement. 

In Model-2, a cut-out of size 30 mm × 10 mm at the pole near the top yoke was provided to 

remove the above problem. In this case, we achieved the centre of the magnet and the pole 

centre at the same point and a good field region of ± 35 mm, and the field symmetric about 

the centre of the magnet. The magnetic field profiles for the mass analyzing magnet as per 

Model-1 and Model-2 are shown in Fig. 8.25 and 8.26 respectively.  

 The amp-turns product (NI) was calculated as NI = B (T) × pole gap (meter) / (4π × 

10
-7

) assuming the permeability of iron to be infinite. The total NI for the required field is 

6210. Considering a safety factor for saturation of about 10-15 %, the total NI product chosen 

for coils was 7200. The calculated mass resolving power (∆M / M) using standard relation of 
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the magnet was about 1 %. The focal length (f) of the mass analyzing magnet, f = - (1/ρ) 

sinθ, was 120 mm in the present case. 

 

Figure 8.25 : The magnetic field profile for the mass analyzing magnet : Model-1. 

 

 

Figure 8.26 : The magnetic field profile for the mass analyzing magnet : Model-2. 

 

  This magnet has focussing effect in the horizontal plane only and also acts as drift 

space in the horizontal plane. It is assumed that the entrance and the exit angles are perfectly 

same. A small vertical focussing effect can be seen due to fringing field present at the 

entrance and the exit of the magnet. In general, the image suffers from aberrations due to 

higher order terms, particularly for marginal beams. We have tried to minimize the 

geometrical aberrations due to the higher order terms by incorporating multi-pole field 

components in the magnet itself.   
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2) Fabrication of electromagnet : The magnet yoke for the mass analyzing magnet was 

fabricated using 35 mm thick low carbon ‘A’ grade steel. A cross-sectional view of the 

magnet yoke for the mass analyzing magnet is shown in Fig. 8.27.  

 

Figure 8.27 : A cross-sectional view of the magnet yoke for the mass analyzing magnet. 

 The pole pieces of the mass analyzing magnet are of sector type. The pole pieces were 

individually machined and bolted with the top and bottom yoke plates. The top and bottom of 

the pole pieces were finished by surface grinding, to maintain the pole gap. The accuracy in 

the pole gap was ± 0.05 mm. Utmost care was taken at the time of machining to ensure that 

the entrance and exit angles remain same. Two air-cooled excitation coils were fabricated 

using standard wire gauge (10 SWG) super enamelled copper conductor. Each excitation coil 

had 18 turns per layer (N / L) and 20 layers (L), {i.e. N = 360 turns}. The total length of the 

conductor used for one coil was 250 m and its measured resistance was 0.52 Ω. The 

insulation to the conductor layer was provided using ‘H’ class fibre glass insulating tape. The 

excitation coils were connected in series and the operating current was chosen to be 10 A. 

The excitation coils were energized using constant current power supply of rating 25 V and 

15 A DC. The stability of the power supply was 0.1 %. The vacuum chamber for the mass 
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analyzing magnet had a rectangular cross-section of 120 mm × 25 mm and was fabricated in 

stainless steel.  

 The vacuum chamber had three ports having CF152 flanges (either fixed or rotatable). 

The left side port of the vacuum chamber of the mass analyzing magnet was connected to a 

vacuum system where a turbo-molecular pump of capacity 400 l/s was mounted for 

evacuation. On the right side of the straight branch, a Faraday cup was mounted for 

measurement of the total beam current when the mass analyzing magnet was not energized. A 

Faraday cup was also mounted on the remaining port of the vacuum chamber of the mass 

analyzing magnet for measurement of the beam current of desired ion species passing 

through the magnet. The required magnetic field for the hydrogen species H
+
, H2

+
, and H3

+
, 

with respect to the beam energy, is shown in Fig. 8.28. 

 

Figure 8.28 : The required magnetic  field for hydrogen species H
+
, H2

+
, and H3

+ 
with 

respect to the beam energy. 

3) Magnetic field mapping : The magnetic field measurements were done using a 

computer controlled three-axis coordinate measuring machine. A Hall probe (Model : MPT-

141, Make : M/s Group 3 Technology Ltd., Germany) was attached at the Y-arm with a probe 
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holder. The Hall probe had field ranges : 0.3, 0.6, 1.2, 3.0 T, and corresponding serial / 

general purpose interface bus (GPIB) resolutions of  0.001, 0.01, 0.01, 0.01 G, respectively. 

The probe size was 15 mm × 5 mm × 2 mm, with a sensitive area of size 1 mm × 0.5 mm. 

The measurement rate was 10 per second. The measured magnetic field homogeneity for 

axial distance ± 30 mm is given in Table 8.3. A field homogeneity better than 0.1 % was 

achieved. The design, calculated effective length and their difference at 3000 G is given in 

Table 8.4. 

Field Homogeneity Field (G) 

1.5e-04, 1.1e-04 600 

1.9e-04, 3.9e-05 1200 

4.1e-05, 2.8e-04 1900 

-1.4e-04, 5.5e-04 2500 

-3.8e-04, 8.8e-04 3000 

Table 8.3 : The measured magnetic field homogeneity for axial distance ± 30 mm. 

 (All data in mm) 

Radius-> 85 90 120 150 155 

Design 133.52 141.37 188.50 235.62 243.47 

Calculated 152.23 160.58 208.82 255.00 262.40 

Difference 18.71 19.21 20.32 19.38 18.93 

Table 8.4 : The design, calculated effective length and their difference at 3000 G. 

 The effective length was calculated from the measured data using standard relation 

i.e. Leff = [∫ B.dl / B0], where B0 is the field at the centre, and the effect of the fringe field is 

considered.  It is clear that the extra effective length is 20 mm. Variation of the magnetic field 

(calculated and measured) with the current is shown in Fig. 8.29. The error associated in the 

field measurement is less than 0.5 %.  
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Figure 8.29 : Variation of the magnetic field (calculated and measured) with the current. 

4) Beam transmission through the magnet : The beam transmission through the mass 

analyzing magnet has been worked out at 20 keV beam energy for 15 mA proton beam 

current. The 275 mm distance from the PE was treated as object plane for mass analyzing 

magnet. The twiss parameters at 275 mm down to the PE were : beta (βx = βy) 3.00 m, alpha 

(αx = αy) -11.27 rad,  and γx= γy can be calculated from γ = [(1+α2
) / β] for 20 keV proton 

beam energy. The r.m.s. emittance of 0.028 mm-mrad was achieved. This beam was passed 

through the mass analyzing magnet and the beam transmission was simulated using transport 

[175].   

 A drift space before and after the mass analyzing magnet length 300 mm, 50 mm 

respectively was added in this simulation. The twiss parameters βx = 0.65 m, βy = 28.87 m, 

αx = -25.72 rad, and αy = -35.04 rad were achieved. This beam was matched. The focussing 

effect and the beam transmission through the mass analyzing magnet for a proton beam is 

shown in Fig. 8.30. This graph shows that there is no focussing effect in the vertical plane. 

This is because for a mass analyzing magnet, since the radius of curvature becomes infinity, 

the focussing strength (K) = 1 / ρ2 
= 0.  It had horizontal and vertical beam sizes of 4 mm and 
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2 mm, respectively. The vertical beam passes directly without any focussing effects but 

horizontal beam got focussed. The overall envelope of the beam was 4 mm, which was well 

within the cross-section of the vacuum chamber. The beam profile in the horizontal and the 

vertical plane i.e. the phase space ellipse is shown in Fig. 8.31.  

 

 

Figure 8.30 : The focussing effect and the beam transmission through the mass analyzing 

magnet for a proton beam. 
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Vertical Plane (Emittance : 0.03 mm mrad) 

Entrance point 
Just before bending 

magnet 

Just after bending 

magnet 
Exit point 

    

 

Figure 8.31 : The beam profile in the horizontal and the vertical planes i.e. phase space 

ellipse. 

 

8.7 Supervisory Control and Monitoring System  

 For the trouble free, user-friendly, and safe operation of the ECRIS, a graphical 

supervisory control and monitoring system has been designed and developed using LabVIEW 

(M/s National Instruments) software. This will be integrated with the ECRIS soon. The 

graphical front panel view of the RRCAT-ECRIS supervisory control and monitoring system 

is shown in Fig. 8.32. It has remote as well as local control of this source. The algorithm has 

been written using LabVIEW which is a complier for graphical programming language and 

provides virtual instrumentation for controlling industrial applications. It is a general purpose 

programming system with extensive libraries of functions for any programming task. It also 

provides built-in control drivers and connectivity to other systems. The design and 

development of a graphical interface for controlling the source is consists of, 

i. Data acquisition from serial port to read the values of all the parameters 

synchronously from the serial port after a specified interval of time. 
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ii. Data base management of analog and digital data of the various subsystems to 

respond to various queries and to generate reports. 

iii. Presenting it in the interface in a user-friendly manner and controlling the systems by 

sending the commands to the serial port. 

 

 

Figure 8.32 : The graphical front panel view of RRCAT-ECRIS supervisory control and 

monitoring system. 
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CHAPTER 9 

Summary  

 At the end of the thesis, in this chapter, a summary of the thesis work has been 

presented. Further scope of improvement in the present system is also discussed.  

 

1) Summary :  

 An electron cyclotron resonance plasma based ion source is an established source for 

delivering high current, high brightness, stable ion beam, with significantly higher lifetime. In 

this thesis we have described an electron cyclotron resonance ion source (ECRIS) operating 

at microwave frequency 2.45 GHz and 2 kW power in continuous wave mode. This source 

has been designed and developed to produce a proton beam current of 30 mA at 50 keV beam 

energy. In first phase the source, was operated up to 24 kV acceleration voltage and 8 mA of 

stable ion beam current has been extracted using acceleration-deceleration type extraction 

system. The extracted ion beam was characterized using a Thomson parabola ion 

spectrograph which confirmed the existence of the proton beam without the signature of other 

ions. 

 The ECRIS comprises of various sub-systems like plasma chamber and vacuum 

system, microwave system, electromagnet and its power supplies, plasma diagnostics device, 

beam extraction electrodes, beam diagnostics devices etc. These sub-systems have been 

designed using standard software and fabricated in-house. After that they have been 

individually tested and characterized before their final integration.  The microwave system 

consisted of Magnetron as a source of microwave power (frequency : 2.45 GHz, power 2 kW 

continuous wave) and waveguide components like isolator with load, directional coupler, 

three-stub tuner, microwave vacuum window, high voltage break, and microwave launcher. 

All these components were designed using the microwave studio software. The waveguide 

components were developed using standard rectangular waveguide WR-284 sections. The 
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low and high power microwave testing was carried out using vector network analyzer and 

glass-water load, respectively. The Magnetron power supply was also developed 

indigenously and tested for its full load. A microwave radiation level of 2-3 mW/cm
2
 was 

observed, which is well within the permissible limit. 

 A water-cooled plasma chamber with waveguide mount port, gas port, and pressure 

port was fabricated. The vacuum components were qualified with helium leak detector.  

Three water-cooled solenoid coils were used as electromagnets for the generation and 

confinement of the plasma. This arrangement can produce various types of magnetic field 

configurations.  Various magnetic field configurations (resonance, off-resonance and mirror) 

were studied and simulated using the Poisson software. The magnetic field mapping was 

done using a Hall probe. The measured values and the design values are found to have a good 

agreement within 3 %. The magnetic field configurations are well suited to produce the 

multiply and singly charged ion beams. Various types of electrode geometries were studied 

using the IGUN software for extraction of the ion beam. 

 Plasma of argon / hydrogen / nitrogen was produced with the variations of wide range 

of microwave power (300-750 W), gas pressure (10
-5

-10
-3

 mbar). The stable discharge was 

obtained with the slight tuning of three-stub tuner to keep the reflected power minimum. The 

basic plasma parameters like electron density, electron temperature, plasma potential, floating 

potential etc. were studied using a Langmuir probe. Experimentally, electron density of 3 to 

6.5 × 10
11

 cm
-3

 and electron temperature of ~ 5 to 20 eV was obtained with the variation of 

microwave power (300-750 W) at gas pressure ~ 10
-4

 mbar, which is beyond the cut-off 

electron density of 7.5 × 10
10

 cm
-3

. The stability of the plasma has been checked under 

different operation regime and was found satisfactory. The ECRIS has been operated 

continuously for more than eight hours in a day without any difficulty.  
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 The x-ray emission produced from a copper target by the impact of low energy 

ECRIS beam of up to 25 keV energy has been successfully observed for hydrogen, nitrogen, 

and argon ion beams. The copper K-α and K-β x-ray emission at 8.05 keV and 8.9 keV was 

observed. The K-α x-ray line intensity exhibited an increase with the increasing energy 

following the scaling of  IK-α ∝ E
γ
 , where the scaling exponent was 4.0, 4.2 and 4.1 for 

hydrogen, nitrogen, and argon ion beam respectively. The results are well explained by 

considering the K-shell ionization cross-section for ion impact. The study is important for 

characterization of materials, detectors, calibration of thermo-luminescent dosimeter, trace 

elemental analysis and medical applications. 

 Using the ECRIS, we have demonstrated deposition of titanium film on float glass 

substrate using argon ion beam sputtering method. This film was characterized using x-ray 

reflectivity and atomic force microscopy. The titanium film had a thickness of 880 Å, surface 

roughness of 14 Å, and density 4.47 gm/cm
3
. The deposited thin film shows uniform density, 

mirror-like finish, non-porous structure, and strong adherence to the float glass substrate.  

 

2) Future Outlook :  

 Our future goal is to extract the 30 mA proton beam current up to 50 keV beam 

energy for injector requirement. To use the present ECRIS, as an ion source for a proton 

accelerator, it is also required to design and develop a low energy beam transport line to 

transport the proton beam to the radio frequency quadrupole. The beam transport line has to 

match properly the emittance ellipse of the beam at the end of the injection line to the 

acceptance ellipse of the RF quadrupole to avoid the beam loss. Various diagnostic elements 

like Faraday cup for measuring beam current, a beam buncher for bunching the beam, 

horizontal and vertical beam profile monitors, and beam emittance measurement device are 

needed. The ion optics layout should provide reasonable mass separation i.e. rejection of the 
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molecular hydrogen beam to ensure beam purity to the maximum possible extent and the total 

length of low energy beam transport should be minimum possible for space restrictions. 

 The space charge at low energy and high current is a serious problem which has to be 

considered while using the three-electrode geometry for the extraction of 30 mA proton beam 

current up to 50 keV beam energy. There is a also a scope to design and develop a five-

electrode geometry which is widely used for the space charge compensation of ion beams at 

low energy. With increasing the proton beam current, it has been noticed that there is 

possibility of back-streaming of the electrons which can damage the microwave window. Use 

of a 90° waveguide (E-plane bend) with the microwave system that can circumvent the 

problem of back-streaming of the electrons and prevent damage of the microwave window.  
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